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A  Btudj >f  the  space  and equipment provided 
for the major activities   of fifty-one   children who had 
been  in the nursery school of the Roman's   College of the 
University  of North Carolina. 
The investigation  showed that although much excellent 
material had been provided in the  thirty-five homes  studied, 
it was not  fully  adequate  for the development of the   ohlid's 
independence,   the   challenging of his   ability and  the main- 
tee of healthful conditions.     It  therefore  appears   that 
the parent's   contact with  the parent   education program had 
not proven  adequate  to develop  an understanding  of these  three 
major principle:-   of ohild guidance. 
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CHAPTER  I 
INTRODUCTION 
The growing Interest during the past few years In the 
young child and his needs has   stimulated  the demand for 
parent  education.     Leaders of parent education  study groups 
have been confronted with  the problem of deciding vhat  in- 
formation to present  to the parents  and how to present  it  in 
such a way that   it will  function in their homes.     They have 
been  conscious that the principles of child guidance  should 
be  so presented  that  they will have meaning for  the parents, 
who will understand their implication end will be   able  to 
apply tnem in  the   solution of  the many problems that  arise 
in the home. 
Although no   studies on this  exact  topic have been pub- 
lished,   a Cornell University unpublished  thesis on  "Consider- 
ation of   the Needs of  Children in Selecting Household Pur— 
nishings"-'- by Delphi E.   Wiesencan. or "ritten in 1935 in 
Ithaca,   N.Y.,   bears on this.     In this   study fifty-five 
families in Ithaca,   N.Y.   were  interviev/ed in  an effort   to 
obtain information regarding:   (1)   the basis of the choice 
of the present household furnishings  and  equipment when 
purchased,   and   (t)   the basis of choice thf-t would be used 
if  the  family were   to  buy  new  furnishings   and   equipment   now 
after their experience  with children in the family.     Questions 
1  Weisendanger,   Delpha E.,   Consideration of  the Needs 
of  Children   in  Selecting Household  Furnishings.   Ith- ca, 
Y\,   Cornell University,(l93o). 
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dealt on]y with th 1 household   fun "nd 
equipmcr' 
and 
The  families 
visited were   chosen on the busis of having at  least one 
child  six years of   age  or under—there might be  any number 
of children above   this  age  in addition.     All  of  these families 
3ecraed to be  consciously making an effort   to  provide  their 
Lldren with surroundin, s   that would meet  their needs. 
However,   even in this group, which was more  fortunate  than 
the average  as far  as  financial,   educational,   and   social 
advantages   were  concerned,   there were many indications that 
the parents,   although  interested in the best development 
of their children  and  anxious  to provide for their develop- 
mental needs,   were  frequently not aware of the  children's 
real needs  or how to meet  them. 
At  the University of Iowa,   Hazel  Spencer Schaus, made 
a  study on   "An Experimental Investigation of i.iethods in 
Parent Education •     The purpose  of  tliis  study was   to   compare 
the results  of the discussion method with  the lecture method. 
The factors upon which  the  comparison was made were:   (1)   the 
degree of mastery of subject materials in parent  education, 
(: )   changes in home practices   in parent  and child behavior, 
<?.Schaus,   Hazel  Spencer,   "An Experimental  Investigation 
of Methods in Parent Education*.   Studies in Child 'Veilare, 
Part III,   Iowa City,   University of Iowa,   Vol.   VI, (1932). 
(3)   attendance  at meetings,   and   (4)   use made  of equally 
accessible  libraries.     The  discussion group made   a higher 
mean  score on all four points. 
The purpose of  the present  study wasI   first,   to deter- 
mine whether the principles  of child guidance taught had 
carried over into  the homos of parents whose   children had 
been in the nursery school   and who had,   because of this, 
hod  an opportunity for  observation in the nursery   school 
and for membersnip  in  the   study groups;   and  second,   to 
suggest possible methods of improving the opportunities pro- 
vided  in the  Woman's College of  the University of North 
Carolina for guidanoe oi   parents of nursery   school children. 
The   study included! 
1. An investigation of  the  space  and equipment provided 
for play,   sleep,   eating,   b;thing,   dressing,   and elimination, 
in the homes of the children who had,   at   some  time from 
1934 to  1938,   been in the  nursery   school of the Woman's 
College of the University of North Carolina. 
2. A comparison of  the provisions made  in each of these 
homes with   standards  set up by the  writer.     These   standards, 
subjective  in character were based on a careful review of 
the literature  in  the  field of child  study. 
3. An analysis of the   findings to  determine  the points 
in which the provisions,   or the  lack of  adequate  provisions 
made,   suggested either   success  or  failure  in  carrying over 
into  the homes the principles of  child guidance which were 
emphasized in  the   study group. 
4. The formulation of suggestions for improving the 
opportunities provided for the guidance of parents whose 
children were   in the  nursery  school. 
Although  there may be various  ways in which evidence 
of  an understanding of the  child guidance principles  are 
noted,   the   investigator chose   to   study the  facilities pro- 
vided   for play,   sleep,   eating,  bathing,   dressing and elimi- 
nation rather  than any of the many other ways  through which 
parents give evidence of their understanding of the princi- 
ples of child guidance,   aa  it was possible  to measure  these 
more  objectively. 
The   term  "understanding"  used  in  this   study means more 
than mere posressing  information.     It  is used as  the  Committee 
on  the Function of Science in General Education of the Pro- 
gressive  Education Association uses it:   "To denote  a major 
conception  so  grasped   as   to  illuminate  its connections 
with related conceptions  and to result   in significant  changes 
in the  individual's behavior". 
The  writer has recognized the  fact  that although the 
homes may have provided the   space  and  the eouipment necessary 
to meet the child's needs  that  this  is  not necessarily evi- 
dence   that  these parents have understood the underlying prin- 
ciples of  child guidance.     On the other hand,   if   the evidence 
3. Progressive Education As;ociation, Commission on Sec- 
ondary School Curriculum, Science in General Education, N.Y., 
D.   Appleton.Century Co.,   (1938) p.55. 
Indicates  that adequate   space  and enuipment for meeting the 
child's needs have  not been provided,   it is   safe to   assume 
that tiie parents have not understood those principles of 
child guidance  which have been included in this   study. 
The writer has  also  recognized  the fact that  these parents 
had many opportunities other than their contacts with the 
parent  educati. on program  through which to develop  an 
understanding of these guiding principles.     On  the other 
hand,   if   the evidence indicates that  adequate   space  and 
eauipraent heve not been provided,   it is   safe  to  assume that 
the  contacts with the parent educi tion program have  not  so 
supnlemented these other  experiences  as to develop  an under- 
standing of these principles. 
The  group   studied included thirty-five out of the forty- 
eight families  whose  children had been in the nursery  school 
of the Woman's  College of   the university of North Carolina 
at  some   time during 1934-1938.     Owing to various  circumstan- 
ces,   illness in two   ci I       ,   broken homes in two,   removal  from 
the  city in one,   inconvenience  in thJ      ,      id contict  with 
rent  education p: •   i only during the  Bummer "on  in 
five B,   it  was   not  posi iblc  to   study  the  other  thi: 
The   social  and economic  Btatua of  the families   studied 
is  indicated by Tables I-III, pages   90-9&.    This information 
was   secured in the   study of:  habitat,   composition of   family, 
occupation of  father and mother,   and  servants employed. 
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As a whole the group can be described as stable. As 
indicated, in Table I, page 90 , twenty-seven owned their 
homes, all but three lived in private homes rather than 
apartments, and .fifteen had lived in the same home for four 
to fifteen or more years—in only two esses for less than 
one year. 
The composition of the families studied varied greatly, 
0ing in size from three to ten—including in some cases 
just the members of the immediate family, in others,relatives, 
roomers, and maids.  As indicated in Table II, page  91 , 
there were sixty-three children.  The division of specific- 
age periods is the one used by F&o&x-e  and Anderson? Five 
were infants, under 1 year; one, a runabout, betwc    es 
one and two; nineteen were in the active childhood period, 
between three and five years; twenty-six were in the middle 
cilldhood period, between ages six and ten; and twelve were 
adolescents.  These children were:in fifteen cases, members 
of one child families; in fourteen, of two; in four, of three; 
and in two, of four children families.  In all but one case 
the family group included both father and mother.  One grand- 
mother, three grandfathers, three aunts, two uncles, five 
roomers, and sixteen servants living in the homes increased 
the average size of the family from 3.77 persons in the 
immediate family to 4.63 persons. 
" 4. ?aegre, Marlon I., and Anderson, John E., Child Care 
and Training. Minneapolis, Minn., University of Minn. Press, 
(1937> p.20. 
The o-,r.ortunlty for planning for family life was  in part 
determined by the hours   and type  of occupation of both father 
nnd mother.     In the five homes  in which the fathers  as  tra- 
velling  salesmen were home only for the week ends,   planning 
as well  as  execution of plans had to  be done  largely by 
the mothers.     Table  III,   page    92   ,   indicates  that in three 
ccses in which the mothers were employed and the father 
either ill,   deceased,   or  away from home except for week ends, 
the  time   available  for planning was  limited.     As  contrasted 
with these   situations,   there were   twenty-seven homes  in which 
the  fathers  were employed on an eight hour day, twenty-seven 
in which the mothers were   not employed away from home, 
threewhere   the mothers were employed part time,   anc"   five 
in which the mothers were   employed full  time. 
Parents whose  children attend the nursery  school of 
the Woman's College of the University of North Carolina 
are   encouraged  to  attend  the parents'  meetings  which are 
held monthly,   at night during the regular  school year,   but 
not during the   summer term;   to observe  in  the nursery;   and 
to discuss   any of  their problems with the nursery school 
director or   study group   leader.     At  the parents'  meetings, 
behavior  and development  of  the child are discusred,   with 
the parents pertxeipating freely in the discussion.     Parents 
who observe  in the nursery school are given an observation 
guide to  aid them.     No provision has been made for them to 
observe without being seen by  the   children.     Although no 
definite  records  of attendance  are available,   Mrs.  Bess 
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N. Rosa, Parent Education field Worker for the Woman's 
College of the university of North Carolina, and leader of 
the parent study group, states that the parents whose 
children are in the nursery school make a real effort to 
secure the help that is available. 
The parents represented in this study had had children 
In tne nursery school for periods ranging from four months 
to thirty-six months as shown in Table IV, page 93  , thus 
some of them had greater opportunities than others.  Eight 
lilies had been represented from four to six months, 
while seven had been represented from nineteen to thirty- 
six months. 
The data secured in this study were based on information 
secured in October 1938 in a personal interview with the pa- 
rents and on observations made while interviewing the parents 
in the homes.  The persons giving information included the 
thirty-five mothers, rive fathers, eighteen children, oi 
nurse, and one maid.  The information received was recorded 
on ; ■ uestionnaire, found in the appendix, page  80  , which 
was organized in relation to the ease of use.  Although the 
form was in evidence du3 , it 
did not appear to ar- 
ms.  Sinoe 
in of 
Liaised. 
Lon, 
Lven  a record numb  i.     In were 
ohildr the   study,   the  oldest oi luded 
by the letter "A",   the next by "B",   vi\d the 
next  by   "C". 
The  findings of this   study have been compiled   end  ana- 
lyzed in relation to  the provisions made by  the group   EL 
whole   and in relation to  those made by the  individual families. 
esc  findings have  been interpreted in relation  to the 
following three major principles of  child guidance  formulated 
by  the writer  and based on the  literature in this field}   and 
the   extent  to which they have functioned in the   selection of 
space and e-mipment   x'or the  youn^ child  in the home. 
1. A  child   should be provided with such experiences  as 
will  contribute  to   the development of his independence. 
2. Every  child  should be provided with experiences which 
challenge his ability. 
3. All of  a child's   experiences  should be maintained 
within healthful   surroundings. 
In the  following  chapters,   an analysis   is made of  the 
space  and eouipment provided in the homes as  a  group,   and in 
individual homes  as  they relate to  the  provision of exper- 
iences which contribute  to  the development of independence, 
which challenge  ability,   and which are maintained in health- 
ful   surroundings.     The   standards with which the facilities 
provided are measured were   secured through  a survey of  the 
literature  in this  field. 
• 
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CHAPTER   II 
SPACS  AND  B BUT  PROVIDED FOR   PLAY,   SLEEP, 
LTINO,   - ,    ! t, AMD  ELIMINATION,   AS  RELA- 
TED TO THE DEVELOPMENT  OF INDI NOE 
STANDARDS 
Every ciiild's family  should provide him with such ex- 
periences   as will  enable him to develop   independence.    He 
should be   encouraged to develop independence  through the 
selection,   the use,   and  the   01 re   of his materials,   and hence 
the materials  of others.     This development involves having 
an opportunity for the  expression of independence   through 
keeping his materials where he   can easily get  them and can 
easily put  them away,   as well   as having materials  not too 
old for his developmental  age.     It  also  Involves  the  elimi- 
nation of   conditions which  thwart him in his  development; 
such  as,   those  that  arc potentially uangerous,   those that 
necessitate   supervision that   annoys him,   and those  which 
call  for  too much help or too much interference. 
riansen sayst 
"A child should have  a place  where his personal 
belongings will be unmolested.     To have his  things 
tucked av/ay in unfamiliar places because   they  are 
in someone's way or because  they do not   add to  the 
appearance of  the  living room,   can be not only  an 
annoyance   to  the   child,   but it makes his belong- 
ings   appear unimportant  and inconsequential.     If 
his possessions  are  treated with dignity   and res- 
pect,   he   will  in turn,   take better care  of more 
valuable   things later."1 
1.   Hansen,   Rovena,   Some  Educational  Activities  for   the 
Young Child in the Home,   Pamphlet No.   51,   Washington,  D.C.J 
Office of Education,  United States Department of Interior, 
(1934)  p.6. 
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To encourage orderliness, the child should have e de- 
finite and adequate space for his materials.  Cupboard and 
shelf space should be ample.  When playthings are crowded 
and piled, children cannot be expected to find the things 
they rant, put them back, or keep them in order.  Closets 
should be so constructed that the children can put away 
their own clothes and play materials, l-octra covers should 
be accessible for the child.  There should be a place with- 
in his reach for his sleeping clothes. 
A good light, within easy reach will save mother or 
nurse from getting up during the night.  A lamp on a teble 
by his bed may help the child to form the habit of going 
to sleep without a light being left burning in the hall or 
somewhere near to make him feel secure.  Also, if some 
piece of furniture is placed by the bed to hold the inter- 
esting book or toy, the child may sleep with fewer toys. 
Children can be encouraged to amuse themselves when it is 
wise for them to stay in bed, if they hi v.. a bed table or 
tray on which to color or to play games. 
Also: 
"To   encourage   self help,   the   child's  clothes 
and other belongings must be plnced within easy 
reach,   in drawers  that   slide  well  and are fitted 
with handles that  can be  grasped easily,   or in 
closets  with lov   hooks.     The  lower drawers  of a 
dresser of   full   size may  serve.     However,   well 
uroportioned  small chests bought for  children's 
clothes  are handy for  adult use."2 
 2.   vJhlte House   Conference   on Child Health and Protection, 
The Home   and the   Child.   New York:   D.Appleton-Jentury Co.(1931) 
pp.   23-&2. 
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The   toilet  fixtures  should be   accessible  to the  child. 
uither recommendations  of   the  committee   are that: 
"-ven the   smallest members of   the  family  should 
have   a low towel rod,   a hook for a  wash cloth,   and 
very early in life  a  toothbrush hook  also.     The 
by may have  his  special bathtub,   and perhaps  a 
table for his   tub end thoi used di 
the bath By th< , or 
stool  . iovided to in 1 
id toiJ        B .     During 
: i i1 
l   hook.- cii or  steps  to 
d   too  fcilg .to 
•.') otherwise."3 
If a mirror is hung low,   a  child is usually more   inter- 
ested in washing his face and combing his hair. 
The  sub-committee  on housing and home management of  the 
Lte  House  Conference   on Child Health  and Protection4   sug- 
gested  the type  of eating equipment  that  should be   supplied: 
the   silver should fit the hand;   a  stnLght handled spoon 
with a suitable bowl   should be given the   child  at  an early 
age.     Some   small  fork  and spoon   sets are  v/ell  suited to   the 
child's  age;   the first may be a   salad fork.     Dishes  provided 
should be  so   shaped  as not to upset  easily.     The„   should 
also  be  colorful   and attractive,   but not gaudy  and distrac- 
The committee  states   further that  in order to encour- 
age him to drink more milk,   the   two  year old could use   a 
small pitcher with handle  and lip,   so  that he might pour 
his own milk. 
If  the   children in a family are   to   assume   any respon- 
3. Ibid,   p.   53. 
4. TbT5,   p.   48. 
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sibillty for the   care of their play mateiit-ls used outdoors, 
they need a usable   storage  place  for them. 
The outdoor play  space for the   child is   quite   an 
jrtant part of  the  child's play life.     If a space   is pro- 
vided  that  is   safe   for the  child to play,   he will  probably 
develop  independence.     The use of this  safe pi; ce   elimin- 
ates   the danger of ovei   supervision or of using poor forms 
of supervision;   such as,   commands  and warnings,   either of 
which may create   a  feeling of uncertainty and irritability. 
If the   outdoor play  space is  located  so  that the mother or 
maid can observe without the   child's being too   corrcious  of 
them,   he   can learn to  do  things for himself   in his own way. 
Lae  supervision of group pipy  is advisable,   since 
major  accidents   can be avoided,  minor cuts   and bruises 
taken care  of  i .imediately,   and an undesirable neighborhood 
playmate or one's own child can be held to   standards   agreed 
upon as   acceptable,   as most  children will make   an effort  to 
conform rather   than be ostracized. 
The  nursery or play space  should be   located near a 
Lavatory and convenient to  the mother's work  center  in order 
to provide   supervision for  the   child. 
Kawin  states that: 
"It  should be   the child's responsibility to 
keep his   toys in order and to put them away in 
the places  where  they  belong,     Parents  of i'.en ask 
at  vhat  age  one   can expect a boy or girl  to  begin 
to  do  this.     We   find that as  soon as  a child is 
able   to toddle   about one   can be^,in to train in him 
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the responsibility for putting his toys away, 
According to Paegre and Anderson: 
HO 
*As   soon as   the  baby begins  to display an in- 
terest in feeding himself,   at nine months,   or 
so,   he  should be   alloved to have   a spoon and 
begin to   assist  in the process    at  the 
expense of   spilling,   the   child's desire   to  do 
for himself must be  taken  advantage of  the 
moment when it  appears."6 
Anderson further  states   in Happy  Childhood that! 
"Although the child  spills and  slops,   it  is 
better to   let him try to feed himself  and so 
acaulre   skill  in manipul:'ting  the  implements 
than  it is   to run the  risk of destroying his 
desire   to   eat by   setting en adult   standard 
of cleanliness.     Jleanliness   and neatness can 
be   taught  later.     By the   age of two years,   4/b 
of American  children feed  themselves complc - 
tely,   and by the   age  of three   94$ do  so."7 
5. Kawin,   Ethel,   The  Wise  Choice  of Toys,   Chicago,   111.I 
University of Chicago Press,   (1938)   p.3. 
6. ^eegre,   Marion L.,   and Anderson,   John E.,   Child Care 
and Training,   Minneapolis:  University of MinnesoteT   (1037) 
p. 1317  
'/.Anderson, John £., Happy Childhood, New York: The 
Century Co., (1933) p.51. 
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FINDINGS 
The  following Information indict.tes the extent   to which 
through provision of   storage   space,   through provision of 
materials   suited to the  child's developmental age,   and thr- 
ough elimination of conditions  which create  fears or necessi- 
tate  excessive   supervision or  interference,   the families  stud- 
ied have   provided a physical   environment  conducive   to the 
development of  the independence of  the   child. 
As indicated in Table  V,   page    94      ,   in thirty-four 
out of  the   thirty-five homes  studied,   storage  spaces had 
been definitely as:icned to  the  children.     The four child- 
ren living in apartments had places for their  toys,   hut 
they were   quite crowded.     In three homes,   the   storage spaces 
were  crowded,   since  all of  the   children were keeping th ir 
materials   in the   same place until   the older child in each 
family was old enough to move   all of his materials  to an 
upstairs  room.     The parents did not say at  what  a^e   they 
expected this.     Shelves had been provided for  the   storage 
of   thirty-nine  children's play materials.     Eleven children 
used chests for storing materials,   and   seven,   closets. 
Forty-five of  the  forty-six children old  enough to be 
using outdoor equipment had some  storage  space  provided. 
One  child,   however,   left his play materials in  the  front 
yard. 
As  Indicated  in Table  VI,   page 95     ,   usable  and ample 
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drawer   space had been provided for the  children of  all  ages. 
Of   the  forty-one  with closets in  their bedrooms,   seventeen 
Of   the   active  ohildhood group needed  either low rods or  some 
means of reaching their clothes.     With the   exception of 
three,   all   children  in  the  aotiTe  childhood group   could 
reach their clotnes.     Bight had  low rods.     fileven of the 
middle   cnlldhood group had low rods in the  closets.     Child 
sized wardrobes  w»J   i used by  seven.     Stools used to reach 
clothes in  the  closets were   supplied for i'ive  children. 
Five had lev  clothes trees.     Shoe   and hat   space had been 
,vided for all   except  three members of the middle child- 
hood group. 
No child included  in this   study as Indicated in Table 
VII,  page    96   ,   was assuming  the  responsibility for getting 
out  extra  covers needed.     They were  always   accessible due 
to   the fact  that they   .ere placed on  the foot of  the bed. 
Sleeping clothes were accessible  to forty-four of   the 
fifty-one   children.     The  five Infants  and two  of the  child- 
ren in the  active   childhood group were not  assuming the res- 
ponsibility for getting them out   and putting them away. 
All of the  children in the  group   studied,   with the 
exception  of the runabout  md  the  infants as indicated 
in Table VI,   page    95    ,   could open the doors  to the  different 
rooms  and drawers  to the   storage   cabinets for themselves. 
Table VI,   page    95    ,   shows   that of  the  forty-six chlld- 
i.er ,     orty-one   could reach their d: 98, 
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,   to be used  In the bathtub to   elimi- •        the 
of sll , I fifteen.     Some 
-Itary,  were us.i bowel 
in the  tub to prevent inju:. . 
The   ten children who   needed help   to  reach   the   toilet 
For olimbinj   up  and  for resting their 
feet. 
■ le XI,   page   100  ,   indicates that bathrooi i   Titles 
near the outdoor plfl-3   areai provided  for thirty-eight. 
e of these were  located in basements,  but e   greater raan- 
ber were on the  first floor of the homes. 
It was  found that there had been little  trouble   with 
keeping the  ecuipment  separate or  In   sharing  it in the homes 
where  there was more  than one  child.     No definite plan had 
been worked out  for  Sharing,   but permission to   play with  the 
other child's  equipment could be gained by asking.     In  some 
homes,   separate   storage   spaces for the  children's raateri; 
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had been provided,   and in other homes definite   sections of 
the   same   storage   spaces were  assigned to each  child. 
As  indicated in Table  VIII,   page    97   ,   these  children 
were using silver,   china,   and glassware,   that  was   suitable 
in  size  and design,   so as   to encourage  them to   feed them- 
selves. 
In three   cases,   pieces of play eouipment   were  consid- 
ered too old for   that age   child and therefore dangerous. 
These were:a bow and  arrow,   flexy flyer,   and a very large 
see-saw. 
Forty-seven of  the fifty-one children included in this 
study,   as indicated in Table   IX ,  page 98     ,   had been sup- 
plied with play are&s  that were   considered safe,   enablii 
them to play without  fear of possible  injury. 
Table V,   page    94   ,   shows  that   either the maid or   the 
mother  assumed responsibility for the   storing of  the play 
pens and  toys  of the   five   infants.     The runabout,   with 
assistance from her mother,   stored her materials,     liaids 
were assuming the responsibility for  storing the materials 
of   three pre-school children,   viiile  forty-two  children 
were   said to be  assuming full responsibility. 
iree  families with children of pre-school  age,   who 
would have had  a   srfer play space  if  it had been fenced, 
had provided for   safety by hiring a   supervisory nurse. 
The parents  felt,   however,   that   there was  a tendency on the 
part of both maid and mother to  give  too many negative 
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commands.     As  a  result  of this  type   of  supervision,one   child 
had become  over  cautious,   that  is careful   to  the  extent that 
he didn't  enter into  any activity that was  at  all   challen- 
ging.     If  a  fence had been  substituted for this  constant 
supervision,   perhaps   the   child would heve been thrown more 
upon his own resources. 
Table IX,   page    98   ,   indicates   that  the outdoor play 
areas  for the  children in thirty-four of  the   thirty-five 
homes represented were   easily observed by parent  end maid. 
ithere of   seven children as   sho'«n in Table X,   page 99     , 
were   assuming full   responsibility for  supervision,   since 
there was no maid.     Maids ssuming full  responsibility 
for  the   supervision of   six children,   as both parents  worked. 
Thirty-eight were  supervised by mother and maid,   with the 
maids  assuming the major part of the  responsibility. 
The indoor play areas  in all homes were   conveniently 
located   so   that   the mother or maid  could   supervise with 
ease. 
As  indicated  in Table VII,  pege    96   ,   usable  lights 
had been provided  for  all,   but only twenty-six had lights 
near  enough their beds  to  turn them on if needed during the 
night.     In the discussions with the mothers,   there was no 
Indication of  fear  complexes of which they were conscious. 
In three homes,   however,   lights were being left on near the 
children's bedroom until  they went  to   sleep.     Thirty-one 
children had tables by their beds.   Twenty-three  families 
had bed trays;   and  twenty-five,   bed tables. 
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SUMMARY 
The   study of  the   space  and equipment provided  in the 
homes studied,   for play,   sleep,   eating,   bathing,  dressing, 
and elimination Indicates that: 
1. Through providing storage  facilities and such  super- 
vision as  would  encourage him to   assume  responsibility for 
selecting,   using,   and putting his materials  away;   through 
provision of materials not   too  ola  for  the  child's develop- 
mental age;   and through providing  such facilities  as  would 
not  create   fears,   or demand too much assistance or interfer- 
ence,   some of  the parents were  giving  the  children an oppor- 
tunity to develop   independence. 
2, That in many cases   conditions conducive   to  the maxi- 
mum development of independence did not exist in the homes 
studied.     Outstanding  among the unfavorable   conditions  found 
were: 
a*   Storage space was inadequate  in size,   inaccessible, 
or   so  scattered that   the child could not be   expected  to deve- 
lop  independence in selecting,   getting out,   and putting away 
his  equipment. 
b. Two  or three  pieces of play equipment were  too  old 
for the users. 
c. A few families with children of pre-school  age had 
no   fenced   outdoor play  areas.     This   as  well   as  the   fact  that 
many children were over   supervised and given too much help by 
maids,   was  responsible for   the limited opportunities for  the 
development of independence. 
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CHAPTER III 
SPACE AND EQUIPMENT FOR PLAY AS RELATED 
TO THE CHALLENGING OF ABILITY 
STANDARDS 
Every child should be provided with experiences vhich 
challenge his ability.  Although he may have such experiences 
through the use of wisely selected sleep, eating, bathing, 
dressing, and elimination eouipment, the relationship between 
the play equipment and the challenging of the child's ability 
was especially apparent to the investigator.  For this reason, 
the analysis of the facilities that challenge the ability 
of the child has been limited to the space ard equipment for 
play. 
"What is playV"     and "What is  the parent's responsibili- 
ty in promoting wholesome play life for the child?"   are  com- 
mon questions of interested parents.     Some   explanations given 
for play are  that!     Play is preparation for future   serious 
occupation;   it   is an agency employed to  develop  crude powers 
and prepare  them for life's uses;   it  serves as  an outlet for 
surplus  energy;   it   is  an activity in vhich the   child repeats 
the history of  the  rSce,   £,oing through  the   same   stages   as 
those mankind has  followed in its pro. toward  civili- 
zation.    All  of these ideas  arc  inte: *e only a 
,.t  of   : y   in  the  life  o: Bhild. 
perhaps Lee in his book,   F i Bdiioatlon,  has more 
nearly stated the  conception of play vhich the nursery  school 
of today  accepts  as   a working basis.     He   says: 
"Play is  to   the boy what work  is  to  the man,   the  fullest 
attainable expression of what he  is   and the  effective means 
of becoming more." 
In keeping with this   theory,   any parent  or parent  edu- 
cation teacher  is forced to   conclude  that play is  the   serious 
business of  childhood  and   should be  treated  with  the   same 
respect   shown to adult occupations.     An interpretation of 
the   "fullest attainable exnression of what he is"  becomes 
desirable.     Analysis causes one to recognize  that  the  child's 
personality   is   an integration of physical,   social,   emotional, 
mental,   and  aesthetic responses which may be brought  to  their 
fullest   expression   and coordination through play,  before 
they become  fixed traits  and habits.     If  child play is  further 
accepted,   as  "an effective means of becoming more",   it is  an 
indication that play may be utilized as   a medium for the 
conditioning of abnormalities in growth and  adjustment. 
Children  should be provided v.lth the  choice of  experiences, 
and  the use,   care,   and  construction of materials which chall- 
enge   their ability.     Opportunities   should be  given for  exper- 
iences  that   stimulate   a wide range  of interest,   that   are   suited 
to his physical development,   that   stimulate   imagination,   Init- 
iative,   and activity and that provide for  social development. 
 T.   Lee,   J.   Play in Education,   New York:  Uacmillan Co. 
(1926)   p.vill. 
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Provisions   should be made for   the elimination of  conditions 
which thwtrt his development  such ar   those  that   are danger- 
ous  end  those  that foster or promote undesirable habits. 
Justification of   the  diversity  of play possibilities  is 
pointed out  by  Poster  WHO holds   that,   "The   greater the   range 
of the   child's play interests,   the   better rounded is his 
development,   and the  less  likely he   is to be bored v/ith him- 
self or  the  world. n2 
Kawin  says   that: 
"Play  is  an essential  of  childhood end toys   are 
the   tools of play.   Modern education recognizes  that 
wisely chosen play materials perform specific func- 
tions in a child's development,   furthermore,   through 
play the  child lays   the foundation for  the development 
of   a wholesome personality  and the   ability  to adjust 
satisfactorily to   the world in which he   lives.     The 
best preparation ve  know for a happy successful adult- 
hood is   a happy,   wholesome   childhood. 
Parents   should,   therefore,  be   as  thoughtful  about 
the  play materials which they provide  for their child- 
ren  as   they  are about   the   schools  to which  they send 
them—both constitute   environments v/hlch vitally 
affect   the   child's development.   Parents  should know 
the principles v/nich  serve   as guides  in the   selection, 
use,   and care  of desirable play materials,   so   that 
they make  a wise   choice   in   selecting  toys."3 
Play materials should huve many play possibilities  so 
that they may be used  in many different ov. r  a long 
period  of time*     Play materials   should be   simple  in construc- 
tion and stimulate   self  activity. 
According to Kawin,   "The  purpose  of  wisely   selected 
toys  and play materials  is   to   stimulate  the   activity and the 
 2.   Foster,   Josephine   C,   Busy Childhood,  New York:   D. 
Appleton-Jentury  Co.,   (1933)   p.   19. 
3.   Kawin,   Ethel,   The  Wise  Choice  of Toys,   Chicago: 
University  of   Chicago   Pres:,   (1938),   p.l. 
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initiative of  the   children themselves,   rather than to   'teach 
them'."4 
Many children enjoy using the household furnishings for 
play.  Roberta in s bulletin '.'/hen Children flay at Home 
tes that l 
"When children play,   the dining room rug may become   a 
pasture or  lake;   the  table,   a house,   garage or barn; 
and the  chairs,   autos or trains.     If children are 
'ven freedom,   they  find new uses  for the ordinary 
things   about them.   Freedom does not mean,  however, 
that the  child be  allowed to   tear the house apart  and 
put  it  together to   suit his  fancy.     lie   should  ltarn 
that  some   tilings must be treated with respect."5 
Books are   an important part of  a   child's play equipment. 
:gre  and Anderson
6 believe that  through books  a child gains 
knowledge,   strengthens his  imaginative powers,   adds  to his 
mental  life,   and has his   sympathy aroused.     He may have his 
ambition aroused or be   stimulated  to high endeavor  through 
stories of achievement.     Most individuals  get   a great deal 
of pleasure from  their reading while   at the   same  time  the;. 
are  getting   much needed  quiet relaxation. 
Some of  the  questions  to be   considered when  selecting 
play materials for children,   as given by Kawin are: 
"V.hat plaj materials has he already had? What does 
he now have to play with? In what environment is the 
toy  to be used?  Is   there  adequate play   space  to allow 
 4.Ibid, p.l. 
5.~Eo5erts, Mary Price, When Children Play._at_Hgme» 
Iowa City: University of Iowa Child Welfare Pamphlet No.52, 
(1936), p.l. .       _ .  _   ..,,. 
6. Faegre, Marion L., and Anderson, John fa.., Child 
Care and Training. Minneapolis, Minn: University or Minn. 
Tress. (1937) ppT 268-269. 
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a large   toy,   or one requiring space  around it,   to 
be used comforttbly?   ./"hat  is  the   child's general 
level of physical,  mental,   and  social development? 
tat are his spontaneous interests? '/hat further in- 
terests snould be encouraged through attractive play 
materials?"? 
If  these   questions were   answered satisfactorily before 
selecting a pieco   of play equipment for a child,   there would 
doubtless be   average   sales of  equipment  all   the year around, 
more  lusting  and educ»tional  toys purchased,   and less evi- 
dence   of broken down toys.     A plan for buying mt.de     when tak- 
inventory,   would  also   encourage  wiser purchases.   If  toys 
b a time,   the  first  could b a nu- 
cleus for the  others.     The play posslbili »f  the first 
would be  inc ition of i toy. 
■led intervals  di the 
r 1 ian in ov iounts  at Christmas  time, 
the   evils of   Chriatmas toy shopping would be minimized   tor 
the   child,   the parent, ty. 
"Concentrated buying of  toys   (about  sixty-five 
all of   the   sales  are made   at  Christ- 
mas   timef—has r: suited in an abnormal   situation 
>r the cturer of toys,   for the  retailer of 
toys,   and for the purchaser of toys   (not to men- 
tion the ultimate   consumer of those  toys,   the 
chile,   who may find himself   surfeited for one  day 
and lost   among the broken pieces  for the  rest of 
the  year)" "Until reo  ntly one  could not find 
a good  selection of  toys   at  any time  except Christ- 
mas,   but   there  is  growing evidence  of '.veil  stocked 
toy departments with  trained  sales people  all  the 
year around."8 
 TTTawln,   Ethel,  The wise  Choice  of Toys,   Chicago: 
University of  Chicago Press.   (1938)   p.8. 
8.   Household   finance   Corp.,   better buymanship bulletin 
No.   15,   "Children's Playthings and books."  Chicago:   {X9bf) 
pp.   5- 6. 
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A well-balanced diet of  toys   which includes  sufficient 
materials  for  the various   types of development,   should   super- 
sede   the   customary mass of unrelated materials.   Kawin suggests 
that i 
"A wide range of playthings should be available 
at the lower age levels.  By the age of one or two 
years, the child is ready for development of meny 
kinds.  Also, the 'attention span' is very short 
during these preschool years—that is, few very 
young children can be expected to play intensively 
for more than five to eight or ten minutes at a 
time with a toy.  Therefore, it is important that 
a veil-selected variety should be available so that 
the child can go from one toy to another in the pro- 
cess of his play.  Play materials ne-d not be quite 
so varied as a youngster grows older...."y 
In order to select the materials needed to aid the child 
in his various stages of development, it is necessary to under- 
stand the characteristics of the various age periods and what 
play devices will foster normal development. According to Kawin: 
"Certain types of growth and development are charac- 
teristic of certain age-periods, while other types us- 
ually occur at other ages. Flay at successive periods 
tends to concentrate at these certain groving points 
of activity and knowledge...If adults are to under- 
stand and to make constructive provisions for the play 
activities of children, they must know the 'norms or 
characteristics of each age."10 
The outstanding characteristic- for each period will in- 
dicate the needs of the children of that age.  The period of 
infancy is characterized for all normal babies by sensory 
exploration, by the development of motor control, and by imi- 
tation and development of speech.  In keeping with the 
 5. Kawin, Ethel, The wise Choice of Toys. Chicago: 
University of Chicago Fret s, (1938) p.4. 
10. Ibid. p. 25. 
type of development talcing piece In this period,   the b-by's 
Lrat   toy  should be  a bright object,  hanging where he  can 
follow it with his  eyes but not grasp  it.     In presenting to 
infants between six and twenty-four months,   four  colors  si- 
multaneously with a grey of eaual brightness,   Rath Staples 
found  that,   "Red was the most  effective  stimulus,   followed 
by yellow,   blue,   f.nd green."11 
A ball,   rattle or  cube  would provide   amusement for  the 
infant.     Boxes  and hollov   blocks will hold   the attention of 
an Infant of ten or twelve months  for   several minutes.     Since 
his  toys will be  put into his mouth,   the paint   should be  non- 
poisonous,     boft dolls taid  stuffed  mini.-Is  or jects 
i  into?        "                            '            ' terlal  tfc 
, 
.     solitary play, eriod 
»n. 
rrr.e   notor deve- 
ecill bi I 3l 
3     bh«   It ni,   leg, •     He  is  alao  at   a 
ats   to      • out   til' . wants   to 
lt   touch, le,  an       ■■  line  thlnga md  to beoomi ii- 
II- i  shape,   texture, 1: nee.     To   sup;ly these   ne-do 
.   runabout  suould have  push • nd null   toys,   boxes,   ste.irs 
to  climb,  balls  to  roll ,   a«Klddy-K»»'J   and many 
 11.   quoted from ui.   Wilton P.   Chase,   Jolor   vision  in 
Infants.   The Journal of   Experimental Psychology,   1937,   March. 
Vol.   20,   no.   S,   210. 
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objects of different textures.  If these needs are not 
supplied, the child ettempts to find substitutes in his 
environment often misusing household objects.  Blocks of all 
sizes, shapes, and weights help with his ciesire to "do some- 
thing." Paper, crayons, clay, and sand help the child with 
his construction play and creative expression.  Sand trays 
or tables may be substituted if an outdoor sand box Is Im- 
possible.  Wooden trains, soft dolls and animals, end cakes 
of soap, add to the play possibilities. 
jjuring the active period of early childhood, from the 
ages of three to six, we find wider sensory exploration, 
ter development of motor activities, continued inoret.se 
in speech ability and greater social development.  The child 
is also interested in constructive, imitative end dramatic 
play.  The younger child in this period is more interested 
in pure manipulation of materials while the older one shows 
a dominant interest in construction.  The dramatic and Imi- 
tative interests are highest at four or five years.  This 
is the age \4ien the child is more dependent on pley materials 
than at any other time.  This is a desirable time for a lock 
box, wagon, jungle gym, slide, simple eames, tricycle, skates, 
blunt scissors, building sets, dolls and doll furnishines, 
trains, and garden tools, tea table and chairs, clay, crayons, 
rhythm Instruments, and picture puzzles.  This is the toy 
age, 
The middle childhood period, ages six to ten, is charac- 
terized by learning specil'ic skills, enjoying imitative and 
dramatic play, and developing marked interest in games and 
social play* 
In discus.' Lng this middle   childliood period Kawin   says: 
"In these years   t".he new skills of boys   and  girla  are 
developed through   strengthening,   Improving,   extending 
and refining be sic  abilities Which have   already  ueen 
to  a   considerable   extent   establis:ieu.     Improvement 
comes   largely   through greater speed,   greater uccurrcy, 
and  through mastering more  intricate activities. 
If we remember that  the yerrs between six and  four- 
teen are years of relatively   slow physical  growth 
compared with the years which precede  and follow 
them,   it   seems natural that  this  should be  a period 
in which children are  extending   and refining basic 
•bilities  already partly  established."1^ 
th  this understanding of the nature and needs of the 
middle   childhood period,   the  following enuipment may be re- 
commended;   bicycle,   skates,   gymnastic  equipment,   materii 
for creative  activity,   basebcll,   croquet  eauipment,   and 
tossin tea.     This period is one   in Which ell play becomes 
real   recreation   as  this  is  the   school   oge   and  the  child is 
deprived  of many of  the hours of  play he has be  n  .ccustomed 
to before  going  to   school. 
Play groups begin to organize in this period. The child 
begins to leam the social rules of his group. Imitative and 
dramatic play continues. Since man is a social animal, there 
is need for group play and playmates Of  the  child's own age. 
This period of   slow physical . rowth   is not one of slow 
mental growth and development.     A  child's play in this period 
 Ig.   Kawin,   Ethel,   The Wise Choice of Toy_s.   GhicagOJ 
university of Chicago Press,   U«sa)  p.41. 
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becomes an expression of his  (Mm natural  spontaneous desires, 
since most  of his   school hours are taken up   with prescribed 
activities. 
Pets   are   a valuable  part of  a  child's   environment. 
?oster says: 
"Although a young child should not  be   reouired to 
assume   full responsibility for an animal's  food,  he 
can be   encouraged  to   share in  seeing that his  dog 
has proper raealr.  at regular times.     All  children 
enjoy  animal  stories  and all children enjoy live 
animals which are not too rough or poorly  trained. 
tf it   is   imnosrible   to keep   a dog,  perhaps  tne  iamily 
can own a cat.     Perhaps   the  yard  can be   fixed  so  as 
to provide  for  a rabbit hutch or a  chicken run.     II 
a child plays  outdoorc  less   tnan  seems advis; ol, ,   an 
outdoor ?et may entice him into   the  fresh air and 
sunshine.     Then there  are  indoor pets which are   still 
Bier to  oare  for  and for which any home  can moke 
room'! .The   care of pets has  the  ^*hf* ^*Jfn£$ 
giving the  child an understanding of  animal liie. 
It is  important  that  young children have  playmates   so 
that they may learn,   as   they work and play hov,  to  get   along 
■ 1th other people   their  own  age.     -hey learn to  give  and 
take.     Many type*   of interesting play re a  group   of 
children  if the  game   is   to be   fully enjoyed. 
Aooeal  to neighbor  yards may Increase  the  play facili- 
ties   available to tne  child.     One yard may provide materials 
or space   for certain  activities while   anoth tea provi- 
sion for   activities of  a different nature.     This   arrangement 
gives excellent opportunity  for  social development.   It may eli- 
minate  tne   "running away from home"  problem.   It   also makes 
TST^ster,   Josephine  C.,  Bu.y^hildhood.     .      York:   D. 
leton-Century Go.   (1933)   PP-^5§=IbO 
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i   for pj      • - 
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.   _ ive 
rid build it. 
their t° mtlke one   ■ d 
in the   cost g the 
mnd. "** 
she  Btrc roup play,  Poster1! 
comments on playing   clone  are   int to   note.     She be- 
lieves  tin    : 
"Ono  form of olay which  should be provided for 
every child   is   'playing  alone'.     The well  ad- 
justed individual must be   content without com- 
panions   just as he must be  contenteu with them. 
?his is partly because  there will be P«*°J" Jn 
the   life of  every person when he  will be alone 
and  there is no  need for him to be unhappy merely 
on that   account.     It is  also partly because   the 
peace ai 
toretiv* 
ind ouiet of playin, >e is  a  great res- 
re of poise   and serenity. 
Safe play   spaces  in the  families own yard,   in  neighbor 
yards  and in connections between ploy  areas   should be pro- 
vided. 
Toys   should be   safe and  sanitary  so   that there will be 
no danger  from cuts due  to   sharp   edges or poison from paints, 
or of getting  some  deU-ched parts in  the  throat,   ear,  or nose. 
 nmJogers,   James 'M^gl^^Jhgl^'   ^ ^ 
D.   Apoleton-Gentury Co.,   (1933)   p.21. 
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Toys should be durable, sturdy, end satisfying to the owner. 
If the toys are easily broken or call for better muscular 
coordination than the child possesses, they are disap oint- 
ing, expensive, and sometimes d; n<_erous. They encour-'. 
habits of carelessness, inattention, and indif erence.  A 
toy of good ouality whic i is well constructed, may be passed 
on to another child either in the same family or in another. 
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FINDINGS 
The following information indicates the  extent to which 
the  children of various   age levels had been provided with 
play equipment  that would stimulate  a wide  range of  interests, 
that was   suited  to   their physical development,   that would 
stimulate  Imagination,   initiative and activity,   that provided 
for social development and  thfit was not dangerous  and did 
not oromote undesirable habits. 
In the   study of play equipment for  infants,   the  inves- 
tigator found as indicrted in Table XII,  page    101,   that of 
the  five  included in the  study,   four had play pens,   three 
had balls,   and teething rings  as well  as dolls  and  stuffed 
animals.     Rattles were  enjoyed by  all.     Two had push and pull 
toys  and blocks.     A peg board,   a  well made  toy of  the   sister's 
amused one nine months old baby for long periods of time. 
This peg board was a type well   suited  to  the play needs of 
the  infant. 
Only one runabout  child  was included   in this   study.     She 
had been  supplied,  Table XIII,   page    102,   with a   swing,   tri- 
cycle,   wagon,   sand box   and   sand  toys   for  outdoor play.     A 
few blocks and boards were  available.     rfer opportunities  for 
indoor play were limited to  a  small variety of experiences, 
bhe had blocks,   balls,   crayons,   and paper.     She also played 
with her dolls. 
The outdoor equipment for the children in the  active 
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childhood group, shown in Table XIV, page 103 , ages three 
to six, did not present B very different picture from that 
of the middle childhood group. There were nineteen children 
represented in this group. In permanent outdoor eauipment 
five slides, one jungle pym, five packing boxes, fourteen 
swings, four see-saws, end nine pieces of gymnastic eauip- 
t "ere ivailable. 
Some equipment had been supplied for outdoor games. 
There was a tendency for children in the homes where there 
were older brothers end sisters to be more interested in 
game play such as football, basketball, end baseball.  In 
tiis gioup one had a soccer ball, four baseball eauipment, 
five footballs, seven tennis nckets, tnree badminton nets 
and rackets, one basketball, three golf equipment, one polo 
sticks, one Hi-LL baskets and one fishing rod and tackle. 
Locomotor equipment was popular with the group from 
three to six.  Of this group, five had Ki«ay-K«rs'; seven 
scooters, all tricycles, eighteen wagons, three Flexys, two 
bicycles, six skates, and two wheelbarrows.  One family from 
the group had sn Irish Mail, another a fire truck and an auto. 
The raw materials, sand, ecrth, and water had been sup- 
plied for all.  Sand boxes were supplied for twelve children, 
sand toys either commercial or homemade for eleven and nine 
had garden tools.  Nine had gardens of their own.  Pour of 
the children cared for theirs alone.  In five cases mother 
and child shared the responsibility. Thirteen of the children 
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had pets.     Sight had dogs,   four—turtles,   nnd one—a chick. 
The   children were assuming the responsibility   for the  care 
in five   cases.     In eight cases,   the mother ■ nd  child   -ere 
uning joint  responsibility. 
•/ery few building materials were present for this group. 
Although blocks   end boards  vere  in evidence for  fiftei n 
idren,   they were   in poor condition and seemed to  just 
happen to  be there  rather than to be planned pieces of work- 
ing material.     Bight had ladders and three—sow horses. 
Several of   the   Families  with children between the  ages 
of two   and  six had planned  family outdoor recreational units. 
ree had fireplaces,   seven  tables  and  chairs,   fifteen had 
Lr or  two  for  the adults  who would   supervise or who 
wished  to   sit  outdoors,   and one  famllj had outdoor  cooking 
equipment. 
believing that to   supply outdoor equipment  suitable  for 
cooperative play,   the family would be Immediately troubled 
with neighbor boys,   one  family had  furnished only locomotor 
equipment.     This family had a nurse  for the younger children. 
Children though  outdoors  a fereat deal  of  their play 
time,   are  Indoors for  quiet play,   and during periods of 
.element weather.     It is,   therefore,  neoeasary that  they 
have   suitable  materials  for  indoor  play  also.     The  indoor 
play materials   for  the nineteen children of the  active   child- 
hood group   listed  in Table XV,   page 105   ,   indicate   that   seven 
children play with push «nd pull toys,   beads  to   string,   and 
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lock boxes;   nineteen with balls,   five with bubble pipes,   one 
with juraD rope,  baby push,   Indoor gymnastic  ap   aratus,   box- 
ing gloves,   punching bag ond dart game;   two with bowling sets, 
end target  games;   eight with  sewing   sets,   thirteen with puz- 
zles,   eleven with marbles,   ten with peg boards,   and .three 
with"Bingo Beds'.1 
tie following materials wer<   sun lied for constructive 
and  creative play,     'rwo  children agons  with blocks; 
two,   Crazy Ikes building  set;   two, or  sets;   and two, 
looms. ad some blocks;   biu jom- 
posltlo '       holes  • nd  | ma 
i t out designs; 
tool  c bools.     Color cones were provi- 
ded for  six.     four had Tinker Toys   and nineteen had paper 
to  cut  while  only eighteen had  scissors. 
or dramatic  and  imitative play,   fifteen had dolls, 
twelve—doll furnishings  and fourteen—housekeeping  toys, 
nineteen had trains,   boats,   autos,   reroplanes  and telephones. 
There   were   two with eeoh of these:   aeroplrne hangars, 
fire trucks   and electric  trains,   model   stores,   cash regis- 
ters,   wooden  animals,   toy i;uns   and   soldiers.     One girl had 
a   two burner  electric   stove.     One  each of  the   following was 
found in this  age   group!   auto repair  shop,  marionette,   puppet, 
and fort.     Six had farm sets,   while   sixteen had stufved  ani- 
mals.     Dressing up in mother's old   clothing was a pastime for 
eight. 
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The materials   fumlthed Tor  social  development  were   as 
mentioned before,   dolls,   doll  furnishings,   balls  and blocks. 
In addition to   this,   twenty-one had table   and chairs  of   some 
type.     One  child had a moving picture machine.     A few in 
this  group had games  for  social play.     Four had nominees, 
three   Parches!     and  three had Checkers.     Two   enjoyed a Going 
Pishing Card Game,   two Tiddly   "inks,   two Bingo,   and two   Lotto. 
One had bean bags,   one Mosaics,   and another had a Klick ball. 
re  played with miscellaneous card games other   than those 
mentioned. 
Few materials  were   supplied for  the development of  aesthe- 
tic  appreciation.     All hau  croons.     Pictures for children 
were   found on the walls of playrooms and bedrooms in fifteen 
homes,     borne of these hed been chosen by the  children.     Others 
were  pictures  that  the  ehildren had cut  out   and  asked to have 
framed.     Musical  instruments of   some  type were found in each 
home.     All  had radios.     Sixteen had provided pianos,   two 
clarinets,   two   saxophones,   five mouth organs   (harps),   four 
victrolas,   one   a violin and in one home  c  pipe  organ was 
built   in.     The  instruments   that were  provided  just  for  the 
child were   (numbers by instrument  indicate   the number of 
children sup  lied with it):   rhythm instruments,   five;   drum, 
thirteen!   xylophone,   four;   torn torn,   one;  victrola,   two;   toy 
pianos,   two;  mouth organ.,   five;   child's size  Estey Organ. 
one;   radio,   one;   banjo,  one;   saxophone,   one.     The piano  was 
enjoyed by   a larger number of children than any other musical 
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instrument     In the homes.     All musical   instruments provided 
just for the  children were in very poor  condition with the 
exception of a cnild   size real  organ,   the two victiolas,   and 
a violin  and  saxophone. 
Seventeen had modeling  clay,   one  a   stencil,   i'ifte-    . 
water c  lors,   one, oil paints and one,   drawln id  and 
easel. 
Althouji this  group is  not of  school age,   some of  their 
materials may be grouped under those which stimulate know- 
ledge and aid in  school   work.     All  of  the nineteen children 
had books of their own.     The  average number of books  owned 
by the  children  in  this  group was:   story end picture books, 
twenty-six;   paint or color books,   five;   and only six tenths of  a 
homemade book.     Two   of  the  children look at  the pictures  in 
books  and in that way res a  stories,   eighteen enjoy looking 
pictures  ;na  being reed to.     Books  that  ap   eared  to be 
favorites  of this  group were:   Snow White books,   Bible Stories, 
Mother  Goose,   -erdinand,   Little Engine  That Could,   Little 
black Sambo,  The Nl^ht  Before Christmas,   and The Book of 
Trains.   Screnbooks had been made by twelve. 
re     children had animal   and bird games,   and rubber 
stamp print   sets.     Two used  a printing press   that belonged 
to   an older brother.     Seven had blackboards,   two  typewriters, 
four desks,   three  globes,   and eight aeuariuras.     Two of the 
boys  in  this  group   showed  an  interest   in  a  collecting hobby- 
one  collected post   cardr various   statea  and another 
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collected and   constructed boats. 
Some   comments made by the parents interviewed,   rev 
problems and interests of the parents.     One parent realizing 
the ne-.d    or  greater variety of enuipment,   stat b  the 
■  uld not   afford  to   supply  any pieo   e outdoor equip- 
ment  that   cost  enythin) .       tila mother ne ded to realize that 
the  amount of money   spent on  e s not a m< of 
its material  value or the pleasure  it would give the ehlld. 
B need to improvise  si iple  inexpensive play equip- 
it. 
;:1S little need     or 
t in o Ln 
,n. 
Id 
] led  so  that 
s for i 
by 
outdoor  «      I 
th COEt •     ' 
chesedbloc" 
daughter   sanded  them  for use  in pi?    , 
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ire were  twenty-six o epresentint  the 4- 
, a   six  to   ten.        he  on 
.   outdo romp   and s  ohild- 
;, i,< t      i] d been  supplied for 
es.     Looomotor lent had changed in type  from  tricycles 
to bicycles;   end  the  number of  sandboxes,   sand piles, 
toys had decreased. 
e  permanent lent for this  group of twenty-six 
Bn,   listed  i le XIV,   page  103 ,   consisted  of five 
slides,   one  JttnglS gfm,   rive pecking boxes,   fourteen  swii 
three  see-saws,  and eight pieces of gymnastic equipment. 
The   material   for  gem. most  popular  with  this  group. 
e  had   I net   set,   one   e   soccer  ball,   ten  baseball   equip- 
ment,  fifteen footballs,   twelve ten okets,   two badmin- 
ton nets,   and  four rackets,   two 'balls,   five golf  clubs, 
one polo   sticks,   one bow and  arrow,   and one  fishing rod and 
tackle. 
The   looomotor  equipment   Cor t roup  consisted of 
seven  scooters,   eighteen tricycles   (some only used uoafM- 
ally),   twenty-two wagons   (used more by the younger  cnildren 
in this  group),   fourteen  Flexys,   eleven bicycles,   nineteen 
pairs of   skates,   two  wheelbarrows,   one  sleigh,   two Irish 
■ ils,   two  fire  trucks and one   auto. 
band,   earth,   and water wr d in play yards for all 
with one  exception.     Three had   sandboxes,   three   sand toys, 
and fourteen garden tools.     There  were blocks in twenty yard. 
and boards  in twenty-three  though the type  indicated that 
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they were not pit ced there primarily Tor   the  ohlldren.     Five 
had 
had ladders   and   seven/saw horses.     Some  tools were  in evidence 
hut   these  are given  as   indoor  equipment. 
Sixteen of   these  twent.-six ohlldren had garden plots 
or flowers  of their  own.     In  seven cases,   the  child  cared 
r his garden;  m seven others, mother i ied 
joint responsibility.      ■■ thei       d son worked togethtr on 
one  of the  gardens,   and another  waa  left   to  the mother. 
ieteen ohlldren had pets.     The pets were  doLs,   seven; 
cats,   three;   turtles,   five;   chamelon,   one;   and rabbit,   one. 
a b«    a   children assumed responsibility  for the  care of his 
pet.     The mother  and  child in five homes assumed joi 
responsibility   Cor  the pets   care. 
Out of door family recreation had also been provided 
for   the  children of   the midule  childhood group.     Some of the 
I   ildren represented in the group had brothers or   sisters 
in the other group,   but it was interesting to note that 
ere was   no  increase  in the  provisions  for outdoor family 
recreation with the   increase  in age of   the  children.       here 
were nintjtMes  and chairs,   el -ncle  chairs or more, 
one hammock,   one  fireplace,   and one cooking utensil  outfit. 
Of the  indoor mate.ials  for  the development of   strength 
and  skill,   shown in Table XV,   page   10b ,   only one of  the 
following was found in this   group of twenty-six children: 
sewing machine,   pegboard,"*ingo Bed^   punching bag and dart 
I 
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game.     Two had tercet   sets,   bubble pipes,   and indoor  gym- 
nastio  ap  aratus.      -'our of  the boys had boxing gloves.     Six 
children had push and pull   toys.     Other materials for deve- 
lopment of   strength  and skill  were eight lock boxes,   twenty- 
six balls,   nine   sewing sets,   twenty-three puzzles,   fourteen 
-qts   of  marbl8   . 
A study of  the  equipment  supplied for constructive and 
creative play revealed that one had a wagon with blocks;   one 
a  table  with composition material;  one Crasy Ikes building 
set;   five Lincoln log   sets,   and four Tinker Toys.     Seven 
had  work benches   and tool  chests.     Tools of   some type,   either 
,d  quality child's  tools or  fathers/were used by  seventeen. 
All had scissors  and paper with whic'n to work. 
All of the  girls  represented in this  group h6d dolls, 
doll furnishings  and housekeeping toys for dramatic and 
imitative play.     All  of   the children  in this group hed trains, 
boats,   autos,   and costumes. een had aeroplanes,  and 
two had hangers.     Although  there were telephones represented 
in the play   equipment  of this  group,   only one  was being 
used.     This was   an electric battery   set.     One  each of the 
following was found:   fir.  truck,   trailer.with furnishings, 
windmill,   auto   repair  shop,   model grocery   store,   wooden 
animals,   fort,   flag,   flash  light,   and hand  cuffs.      Six of 
the group had electric  trains,   but few were kept  set up in 
running order   all  year  around.     They were usually put up 
several  weeks before  the Chrises  season and kept up for 
several   weeks  after.     Two had   *** registers,   two had 
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marionettes,   and two had puppets.     Three had toy guns,   and 
j'our had   soldiers.     Although the   stuffed animals wer'^ not 
used much by this  group,   fourteen had  at least one.     Farm 
sets were   found in four homes.     Nine of the girls had fun 
dressing up in their mother's discarded clothing. 
Some of  the   eouipment  for  social play has   already been 
mentioned  such as dolls,   doll  furnishings,   balls,   and blocks. 
yty-one had  tables  and chairs  for parties.     Card tables, 
child  size,   were used by seven.     Four had moving picture 
machines.     Games  represented  are listed with the number of 
families   supplying each placed after the games     Table  Tennis, 
three;  Horseshoe,   two;   Dominos,   eight;   Old .Maid,   four;     Pop- 
eye Card Game,   one;   Going Fishing,   two;   other card games, 
five;  Tiddly Winks,   eightj   Winnie  the Pooh,   two;   Ching Chong, 
one;   Carrom,   one;   Mosaics,   three;   Kopekins,   one;   Klick Ball, 
four;  Bingo,   five;   Lotto,   three;   Parches!   ,   five;   Checkers, 
five;   Decoy,   one;   Anagrams,   one;   and Authors,   one. 
The usual materials for  artistic development  were   supp- 
lied as follows:   two   easels and drawing boards,   three   smocks 
for protection of the painter.     All had crayons.     Twenty-four 
had modeling clay or natural  clay.     Twenty-three used water 
color,   and two used oil paint. 
Children's picture,  were   found on the walls of playrooms 
or bedroom*  of  seventeen children.     Some  of these had been 
bhe   child  and  fn 
,1 instrument,       ■ mm. t: >r. found in all 
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-os,   thirteen pianos,   on ' , th 
.,   four Victrolas,   one  a cello. violins.     The 
• j  instruments pre ■   Tor t '' :   (number by 
instrument   indicates the  number  of children   supplied with 
t one);   rhythm instruments,   six;  drums,   five;   xylophone, 
six;   torn torn,   one;   victrola,   two;   toy pie.no,   two;   flute, 
one;  mouth organs,   eight}   radio,   two;   violin,   one;   banjo, 
one;   saxophone,   one;   and bugle,   one.     The piano   was.  enjoy- 
ed more  than any other instrument.     In   some homes where  there 
t  no piano,it was listed as   the favorite. 
In keeping with the  needs of  the   school-age  group,   there 
B evidence of the materials bd ng   supplied  to   stimulate 
knowledge  and  to   aid in   school  activities.     All  of the   child- 
ren in this group had books of their own.     The  average number 
owned by the  group  was;   story and picture books,   twenty-nine; 
paint or color books,   six;   and   seven-tenths  of a homemade book 
perchild.Twenty-two  enjoy reading to  themselves.     Twenty-four 
enjoy the pictures.     Nineteen of  the  group   still  enjoy be- 
ing read to.     The   types of books  that  were most often listed 
as favorites  were   Snow «hite,  Bible  Stories,   Ohild's  Garden 
of verse,   Indian Stories,   books  about birds,   trees and  any 
phase of nature   study.     The magazines Child Life,   and Child 
Activity  each were   enjoyed by ten of the  children in this 
group.     Several of  the   children read regularly books from the 
city library.     Different  individuals within  the  group possessed 
one  each of the following:  microscope,  magnet,   field glasses, 
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nrinting press,   magnifying elass  end camera.    Two had rubber 
stamp print   sets,   six blackboards,   three typewriters,   thir- 
teen desks   and nine   globes.     Puzzles and  scrupbooks were 
used by twenty-three.     Nine  aouariums with one or two fish 
and in some  cases  a turtle had been provided. 
An interest in hobbies begins  to show Itself in the 
materials for this  age group.     Two  were interested in rock 
collecting,   two   in match folder collections,   one in locks, 
two in stamps,   one  in arrow heads,   and another in bric-a-brac. 
Comments made by the parents  and children of this group 
revealed many interesting facts about the  indoor spaces pro- 
vided.     A family recreation room was being constructed in 
the basement of  one of  the homec.     Sua parlors  in two homes 
were  enjoyable   centers,  being equipped with materials for 
family  recreation.     One mother felt tfcat there   should be  a 
place   somewhere   in   the home  where her  cnlldren could bring 
friends in  and have  group play,     wen though there waa a 
place for play  in a separate  room upstairs,   it was   too  small 
for group games.     The mother  thought that   she  should provide 
this means   of encouraging the  children to   entertain friends 
at home.     A major piece of  equipment consisting of   slide, 
see-saw,   swings,   and tr.peze was  given to   one  family by friends 
whose  children had outgrown it.     It was reworked and had 
been enjoyed very much.     In one home,   the mother and dau- 
ber were  planning the  outdoor play materials   and play   space. 
The  family had lived in  the home  only  six weeks,   therefore, 
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little had been done as yet. 
Twenty of the  playyards out of thirty-live  studied 
ere   accessible  to   the  neighbor yards although no provision 
been made for   safe passageways between yards. 
Of  the forty-six children who were old enough to be 
interested in playmates,   forty-two had playmates near their 
own age.     Mother a   of four children were importing playmates 
for their children. 
Parks in which there were   swings,   wading pools,   and 
sand piles were  accessible   to   seven;  but they were not kept 
in condition during the winter months.     No voter was kept 
in the pools   and no  sand in the  sand boxes. 
no  special plans  for group equipment had been made by 
any of  these  families. 
No room in any home waa   forbidden to   the children,   but 
all  ware   encourrged to do the major part of  their play in the 
places provided for it.     Many were   allowed in the living 
room for  quiet play but for  no other types.     No   rurnishlngs 
were  forbidden.     A few beautiful antique pieces   were guarded 
rather  closely. 
In thirty-one homes,   the   furnishings were   sometimes used 
for play.     Chairs became  trains,   boats or  autos.     Blankets 
and rug* became tents,   lakes  or fields.     Althouth the  child- 
ren were  allowed  this  freedom In  some rooms  in the house, 
this  type of play was  not  allowed with the best furnishings. 
Moat of the   children had been taugbt to  take  care of proper- 
ty and treat   all   things in the home with respect. 
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The parents  said that  the only way that  they had tried 
to  teach the  children to   leave  the property  of others  alone 
Bk them,  put  a few very enticing fragile things  out 
. c i,   and   furnish the   children with equipment of  their 
■  to  eliminate  the desire of using that which be- 
longed to  the  others.     It is  apparent from observations made 
i:i   a8  r .de by the parents that the Lty of 
s illdren ert3 rights 
.    Ln La    ■••    property: i ro- 
•r. 
lo 
« 
,   quantity,   and variety of or 
llent 
out.     r al center for . *• 
Lie  confined to   the hon   . 
,,,    „f   the mothers intervis ' '    ,ld bc 
done to *        o     I        i    rom bo Lisorder- 
ly with their  sterile.     If «  to  the   st: ndards   for 
judging  a good to,   and pointers on  selection of materials, 
see   that many of  these difficulties may be   traced  to 
>or  selection and Inadequate   storage   spaces. 
. , evidence   from the   inv.. «»•■ observation 
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b  some  of these   families fell  in line with the custom of 
the nation and purchased a large  number of their  children's 
toys at Christmas   time.     Some mothers commented  that  this 
season of   the  year*   just before  Qhristmi . ,        s   a bad  tine 
to make a study of children's  toys  as many broken or in 
poor condition,     'x'his period appeared to be one  of wait- 
to   see  what Christmas  would bring.     As had been stated 
iously,   this practice  is unsound when measured by its 
effect upon the  child.     This practice,  however,   was  not 
typical of  the   entir>    group.     Several provided reserve  toy 
shelves,   others had good educational  toys which their  child 
could use  and  adapt over a long period of growth,   a few 
added  a major piece  of outdoor equipment  each spring. 
Many parents did comment on  the   stores  in the  city and 
at   they had to offer in children's  toys.     Some  indicated 
that it was difficult  to   secure   good toys for the   children 
the year around  as many merchants waited until  Christmas to 
purchase   toys. 
16  conclusion given in the Better Buymanshlp bulletin 
on "Children's Playthings and i3ooks"-gives  a thought to 
which the writer wishes  to call   attention: 
"The  excitement of  Christmas fades  sadly by twelfth 
night.     The   spirit  of play  lives  on.     As the child- 
ren play year after year,   they are   euucatlng them- 
selves   and   storing up memories  of pleasant home  life 
and a hapov  childhood,     make   every dollar you   spend 
S£ olaytoings   and books bring it  s   own reward in 
the wholesome  development  and lasting happiness oi 
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your children."1" 
SUMMARY 
The study of the pi;  materials provided for children 
of various age levels indicates the extent to wnich the 
lity of the Children may be challenged.  The study indi- 
cates that: 
1. Although play materials suited to the development 
of a wide range of interests were represented in the homes 
studied, this need had not been satisfactorily met.  The 
following were some of tne weaknesses noted* 
a. Equipment in some cases was in poor condition. 
This was especially true of musical instruments 
supplied for the children.  This could be in some 
cases attributed to hurried Christmas shopping 
or to v-aiting for tne Christmas season to pur- 
chase any more eoui ment. 
b. The variety of materials especially those for out- 
door play was limited. 
c. .he variety of enuipment for the scnool age child 
was limited. 
2. Although many play materials designed to stimulate 
imagination, initiative, and activity had been supplied in 
the various homes, many of those supplied did not adequately 
(19513) p.27 
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serve trie purpose. 
a. Even though many of the children had garden plots 
and pets, in many cases they were not assuming 
Lhe responsibility i'or their care. 
b. The raw materials in evidence in the outdoor play 
areas were in poor condition and appeared to be 
there by chance rather than to be planned pieces 
of equipment. 
c. There was much locomotor equipment but too little 
equipment i'or stimulating other kinds of activity. 
3. Although there were many materials suited to the phy- 
sical development of the children, there - er« two outstanding 
imesses. 
a. Too few permanent pieces   of playground equipment 
had been supplied for the development of the  larg- 
er muscles. 
b. Too little equipment of this type for the child- 
ren attending nursery school snd elementary school. 
4. Although some provisions had been made for the social 
development of the children, the following were weaknesses 
noted: 
a. Few families had recreational centers. 
b. HO provisions were made for group play equipment. 
c. Locomotor equipment was supplied rather than any 
other to eliminate the danger of undesirable 
neighbor playmates. 
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d.   Accesible parks  were not kept up during the  win- 
ter months, 
b.   Although conditions  which thwarted the   challenging 
of the   child's   ability had been eliminated in many cases, 
there were   three weaknesses. 
a. Passageways   to neighbor yards had not been made 
safe for the younger children. 
b. Over supervision by the maids  resulted in the 
ving of too much assistance  in the use of ma- 
terials. 
c. ...ore   spac.   waa needed,   in  some   instances,   for the 
use   of eouipment  supplied. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SPACE AND EQUIPMENT PROVI PLAY,   SLEBP, 
ING,   BATHHiG,   DRBSSINO,   AND ELIMINATION  AS   RELATED 
TO  THE  MAINTENANCE  OP  HEALTHFUL 0ONDITIO1 I . 
Since young children react readily to  their surroundings, 
it is  imperative  that  the home be healthful.     In order to be 
healthful,   it must  be   safe,   sanitary,   private,   and  oomfortable. 
cuild's present and future health may be materially affec- 
ted bj  conditions  of  the home.      iis health habits as well  as 
his personality traits   are  formed earlier than many parents 
realize. 
Among the   inalienable rights  of childhood,   The  Children's 
Charter holds   that,   VII.   "For every child a dwelling 
plaoe   safe,   sanitary,   v-holesome,  with reasonable provisions 
for privacy,   free   from conditions which tend to  thwart his 
development;   and a home  environment harmonious   and enriching."1 
There is  need for outdoor play for all   children as  a 
means of   improving or maintaining good posture.     It is wise 
to provide adequate   outdoor  space because of its effect upon 
health,   and also because of  the  enjoyment derived from it. 
ne   climatic  conditions  of this geographic area are 
favor, ble  for  all forms   of outdoor play for a part or all of 
ch day   throughout the   year  since   the mean temperature  over 
a forty year period,   as  given by the  local  Chamber of Commerce, 
 TTT^i Children's   Charter of the White House  Conference 
on Child Health and Protection.   (1930) 
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vaa 59°.     This report  also stated  that tnere were  aperoxlma- 
one hundred   and  thirty-six days of   sunshine during a 
year. 
The   outdoor play   space for the  children should be   safe, 
quiet,   and protected from the public eye.     Such a space helps 
the c-iild  to  develop  emotional  stability.     It  encourages him 
to develop his powers of concentration and to  establish 
orth while work  or play habits.     i-uch can be  done   to deve- 
lop   an appreciation of nature, beauty,   and the  everyday ob- 
jects by providing en attractive  play space,   with flowers, 
BBS,   trees,   and  shrubs.     Provision should be made for hav- 
* sunshine,   shade,   grass,   sand,   a place  to dig and to  get 
water.     These will give  the   child a variety of material,  to 
touch,   feel,   and work with so us  to bain   sensory experiences. 
rery yard  should be   sanitary,   that is,   well drained,   free 
,bage,   ashes,   and rubbish  so  as  to protect  the  child- 
n from disease.     If  the lot is  poorly drained,   covered 
Lth old tin  cans   and rexUse,   there  is danger  from mosqui- 
toes,   flies,   hookworm,   colds,   cuts   and bruises.     All • aste 
materials  snould be properly disposeu of   so that  there  will 
be no danger  from contamination. 
It  1. eoually 1.portent that the indoor  spac,     Wen to 
the  ohllo  ae hi. play  area ...«« up  to  ...0, 
It is heat  that   some portion or   *» houao be  . clu- 
sively to the chllh-a play needs.     In.  «.««   —la p.  so.- 
ouete  to tefce oarc of play eott ,   for th. different ., 
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is.     Since  the play of infanto  and young   i of 
b  i     nature,   leas   space  Is necessary for  them than for 
tiiose  of  t >■   i     Q illdhood groi    ,      10 participate more in 
up play*     bind.; no   two homes   are   dike,   one may find it 
ule to  furnish  en attic,   another a basement,   and per- 
haps some may  rind it necessary to limit play opportuniti 
to c corner of  the child1 a bedroom,   or a corner in the den 
or living room.     If this play  are;   L(   ttia  own,   he may go 
to play,   or  to do a piece  of  work  that might disturb 
others.     This  retreat  would eliminate  the nagging that 
on in many homes   as   8   result of the   child's play interfering 
i the pursuits  of  adults.     The   child's nook should be 
/ate   and attractive,   so   as  to help him develop  the   ability 
to concentrate   and to  encourage his   appreciation of the 
beautiful. 
i tural ventilation of the room should insure the child, 
0s no plays,   a Oood  supply Of air.     There   should be  adeouate 
provision for  the  intake of outside  eir,   and for  the   removal 
used air.     Gross  or through ventilation should be  secured 
either by placing windows  on two   sides  of each room or by 
having the  door   so placed in line with the  windows  as  to 
keep currents of   air moving. 
Abundant natural light should be available. *ach room 
should havo at least one window, but preferably two or more, 
opening on  a permanent open  space  so  as   to admit  light  and 
I ) 
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sunshine.     <Jood natural lifting is one means of reducing 
eye   strain.     Since   children play on the floor  a great deal 
of the tine,   it  is  wise   to   admit fresh air end an abundance 
of sunlight,   to kill bacteria in the  air   and  in various 
■„ions  of the   room vith which the child comes   in contact, 
or cloudy days   or  late  afternoons,   there  should be  an ar- 
Lcial lighting  arrangement   sufficient  in height  and in- 
directness   to prevent  eyestraln. 
e   construction and furnishing of the  child's room 
uld be planned with consideration of his normal activi- 
ties   as well as his protection.     Much of  the preschool   child's 
play  is on the  floor,   therefore,   wood floors or  floors  over- 
„d  vith linoleum or cork  are  recommended.     All floor  sur- 
faces   should be   easily   cleaned,   durable,   and not  slippery. 
,  floor   coverings for  the rooms  of young children  should 
be washable.     Curtains,   if  provided,   should be   attractive 
and washable.     olnce  curtains   are  great dust  catchers,   those 
in a  child's room  should be  laundered frequently.     Paint and 
.1   coverings   should be  cheerful,   restful,   attractive,   and 
not over   stimulating in either color or  texture.     Walls  and 
iod«ork  should be   easy to  keep  clean.     If a child makes the 
mistake  of  writing on the  wall   instead of on his paper or 
blackboard,   it   should be possible  to remove  the  effects  with- 
out difficulty.     Screens at the window,   lessen the  danger 
Prom flies   and mosquitoes  or from falling.     Inside   screen 
guards  are desirable for an indoor play  space where ball play 
p 
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o be  one  of the   activities. 
airways leading to the play rooms  should be well 
nd iiave   some  type of rail that  can be.   r<    ched by 
child,   '"-uses,   switches,   electric outleti , ing 
see  In the home   should b     ;   sofe  type for  the child to 
It is not   the   space   in actual square  fe  t  that makes   a 
i -.      x   .    cxperienc equate  or in. out  the  fa 
tat a ohlld feels in a 
roome but 
..   . ,   rooms m l 
The   surrou dings in which th< Is  eaten,   as  Stuart 
B,2 have  much  to  do  With  the  forming of  good   eatin 
,e   there   should be  a  quiet,  pleasant place,   free from 
distractions.     He   further   states  that   regular  roods   and re- 
;,, tteal hours   should be  established  in a natural  place 
under natural  conditions.     Sherbon also  suggests that,   "From 
the very beglnnin.   of  „iving  solid food,   the baby  should sit 
on his own chair before   a little  table."* She   adds  that, 
"Children are often restless  and hard to  control at  the table 
simply because they are weary and uncomfortable."4 
 *T3GUrt,   B^OI? 0., Health, Childhood,  He. York:  D. 
Appleton-Century Go.   (193~)   p.   *» £hild.  New York:   McOraw 3. Sherbon,   Florence B.,   ine_omx_ 
LI   Co.    (1934)   p.   302. 
4. Ibid.   p.   337. 
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A juvenile chair with a foot rest could be used when the 
older cxilld eats with the family.  As long as the cnild is 
, B DM protection should be provided the floor end the 
table      he euts. 
Children do not continue at any activity long without 
rest. The question of what is rest differs with the indivi- 
dual.  A change in the toy is rest for one child, while some 
other form of activity would rest another.  Sleep, however, 
is the most complete and satisfactory form of rest for all. 
Individuals vary in the amount of sleep that they need, 
but young children need a great deal more sleep than adults. 
A large percentage of a cnild's time is spent in bed; there- 
fore adequate provisions should be made for restful sleep. 
Since tiie quality of sleep is just as essential as the quan- 
tity, attention should be given to all factors contributing 
co the quality. 
every child should sleep alone.  It is not elways 
ible for each child to nave a room of his own but it is 
desirable.  A child should not sleep in the same room with 
parents after early childhood.  It is advisable that he 
not sle p la tiie same bed with a person of the opposite sex. 
The room in which the child sleeps should be properly 
, ,d.  Without plenty of fresh air, the sleep is of less 
benefit to the child.  81a lsh, dull children are mr.ny times 
sleepy, tired children. 
The White House Conference on Child Health and Protection 
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:uu-committe>_  on I musing  and home management0 set up   stand- 
ards  for the   sleeping arc :.     It  s\ that floe; 
i   ooverln, i ,     alls, rk,     ami ,   anc   eui   > ins 
able.     It i ' id 
:, t rings, 
weight of  the . rioii 
... .      . Jn 
uhild 01 , th 
able until . 
e use   of kapok to 
] 
bions 
cov xould  ■ .vided so  the child will  not be  tir 
Li    oovers on oold nights.     If needed some 
vision  should he made   for k ie   cover on the  child 
on cold nii_Aits. 
Soon after birth,   a brby should begin to learn the   con- 
trol  of bodily  functions  of urination end defecation.     For 
this   purpose,   comfortable   toilet arrangements   should be pro- 
vided  and opportunity for  self-help  given,     -his   same   commit- 
tee-   suggested that the baby have  a   small   chamber on which 
he   could be   supported in his mother's lap.     It further stated 
 BT^THi- White  House  Conference  on Child Health and Pro- 
tection,  **«  Home   and the  Child.   lew Yor*:   D.   Appleton-Cen 
tury Go.   (1931)   pp.   0I-02. 
.   Ibid.   pp.   52-53. 
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that a nursery chair or a seat equipped with sides and a hack 
to fit securely over the adult toilet, should be supplied 
n ae begins to sit up, and by the time he is walking, 
steps or a stool to help him reaoh the toilet seat. 
[DIN06 
he   following information indicates  the extent to which 
the health of this  group of   children was protected by safe, 
sanitary,   and comfortable   surroundings.     Table IX,   page 98     , 
le position and condition of  the play spaces provided. 
1 of  the   families had provided a back or  a side  yard for 
the  Child*■ play.     Of  these   thirty-one were   safe;   three 
yards  for three   children of the   active   childhood  i 
unsafe  because  of needed fencing,   and one definitely ex- 
posed the   child to danger because  of a driveway  cutting 
through the  play area.     Privacy characterized thirty-two. 
All were   sanitary and had  the natural properties  of sunshine, 
shade,   grass,   and trees. 
explanation,  given by  the  parents Interviewed gave   a 
clearer picture  of   the  reasons  for actual   conditions.     One 
family living in an upstairs  apartment,   because   the father 
was  away from home   a great deal and the mother was  afraid to 
live  in a private home  with her  small boy,   had no usable 
aangerou. by a much used driveway cutting  through,     .he   space 
that the   child had was not private,   attractive,   nor easily 
observed.     Its danger was   apparent.     Consequently  the   child 
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spending many hours in the afternoons in the movies. 
One interesting fact was brought out by a study of 
Lldren and tne Movies" made in Chicago.  Rogers gives 
fact: 
"Children flock  to  the picture   theaters not be- 
cause  they prefer   "movies"   to  all other kinds of 
leisure-time   activity.   More  than 60% of   the  child- 
ren,   when ^iven the  opportunity preferred to play 
games   or go hiking rather  than go to   the  theaters, 
lioh 99.94/i of  them had been attending for want 
of something else   to do."''' 
Je  can wisely question  the desirability of movi'    . 
r i  and Anderson say: 
"Great  care   should be used  also in the   selection 
of moving pictures  and radio programs  for young 
children.     The intensity of emotion with which 
young children view  a motion picture  is pointed 
out by tests which show them to be  three  ti.'ies 
as much excited,   as measured by a galvanometer, 
as  adults.     hestlessness  in sleep,   after  seex 
a picture,   extends  into   the  fourth or fifth night 
for many  children,'**' 
Two   other families  living in apartments had inadequate 
.    spaces,   which were  safe but not private.     The  families 
stated that  the  present  arrangement was  only temporary  as 
they each plan  to build homes of their own  soon.     One of 
these ramilies had  lived in  their  apartment  three years, 
the  other just  three months.     ihe  latter had a private home 
until June but,   due   to illness   in the  family gave   it up 
during the   summer.     When the  family returned to the  city, 
the  apartment was  the  only home   available. 
 77-Rogers,   James  B.,   ^  Ohild and Flay.   New York:   D. 
Apoleton-Century Co.,   (19o:;)   p. 101. 
.   Paegre     Marion L.,   *^e^er8?£ gf'*Wrfss7<1937) and Training,   Minneapolis,   ...inn:   unive,. s±  „ 
p.   109.  
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In the homes  included in this   study,   as   indicated in 
le   IX,   page  98     ,   every  child had a plaoe or pieces for 
indoor play  that was either his own or was  shared by other 
children in his family even though in some  cr.ses   it was in- 
adeouate.     Twenty-five of the  areas were private,     Four in- 
fants were using play pens,   for both indoor and outdoor play. 
ree homes   supplied interesting and attractive   attic play 
rooms.     Pour used the  attic  for the  storage of   toys used 
only occasionally.       In no  cases were basements used  ss 
play  space.     They were,  however,   used to  store  outdoor enuip- 
ment.     In one   Case,   a boy kept his tool  chest there,   another 
his  white  rats,   and yet  another  a few of his  indoor games. 
The garage furnished a play house for one girl.     In three 
homes the  garage was used for a work  space  for father and 
son;   in eight homes   separate  rooms  for play had been pro- 
vided.     In thirty-one of  the homes,  play rooms  and bedrooms 
combined.     There were only four homes in which no pley 
materials  were  found in the bedroom. 
The investigator observed the room used most by the 
child for play with an attempt to determine the adequacy 
of desirable   characteristics.     All homes had well  ventilated, 
LI   lighted,   rooms   in desirable  locations.     The  rooms had 
an abundance  of natural  light  and also   artificial  light 
correctly located but not  indirect.     All  floors were  easily 
cleaned.     Most of them were hardwood.     The play pens had plank 
floors.     one playroom had a tile  floor,   two others had cement, 
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and i'our  were  soft wood,   painted,     viashable floor  coverings 
were provided for twenty,     fourteen had non-washable  rugs. 
Scatter  rugs were supplied Tor   sixteen,   large rugs for four- 
teen. 
ie  of the  walls  were washable.     All of the  woodwork 
nameled.     Blev< n of the homes had wall paper for wall 
coverings for the   child's play room.     One  attic room had 
alation board walls  as protection against heat in  summer 
and cold in winter.     One   attic play room waa  not  ceiled, 
aty-two rooms were plastered and paint-    . 
There  were  twenty-ei^ht rooms with curtained window 
tment.     Sixteen were   color.ul,   fourteen of which were 
loble;   and twelve were  white   and washable.     Three homes 
had Venetian blinds   in the play room.     Screen guards were 
lied to  the  windows  in two play rooms. 
, mothers of children living in apartments felt the 
need of a change in their arrangement. They knew that the 
8p, s  insufficient   so that provision for privacy or a 
b   coula not be made.     Two  of   these plan to build homes 
soon, in which  adequate  provisions  for play may be made. 
Two boys  who occupied the  same  bedroom  and used it  as 
a combination bedroom-playroom had double-deck beds.     In the 
summer,   the  boys played outdoors   a great deal and did not 
need the play  space  in  their bedroom,   so   the beds were   sepa- 
rated to ^ive more   air.     In winter,   when they were indoors 
acre,   the beds wen    ■   aoked  so  us  to give room for play. 
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a though their room »as   small,   they felt free  to use  the 
whole house.     Their books were kept  in the  living room on 
:  lvesj   and at night,   after baths,   they sometime   sat 
in tiie  living room and read or  listened to  the radio. 
ie   child,   whose mother v as  o widow,  had adequate pro- 
vision   for his  indoor play but   at  th of his moth    ' 
In  two hom   r,   no]      Bpao.    will be provided for  the  young- 
Lldren  as  soon i 
i alone. Lth * Bimil#r    pro- 
, tan a   rooms 
to pit d o^owded c 
stal droom-playroom. 
>iliti< 
La        ble VIII,   page 97   ,   indicated that   there were 
.            oblen8t     , a in their bedrooms 
ir nurses. I chair pieced in the bedroom of a 
boy who was  thr      ni      Bed aa :-.is dini, U for the night 
.      four  children,   two infants,   one  child of  three   and 
another of   seven,   we> I Lng In the kitchen.     Two  children, 
one  aged three   and one   .even,   at, lerly in  the nursery. 
, nook  in the den of one home   served as  an eating place for 
, did of   six.     Thirty-nine  or the   children ate   some  of 
their meals   in the breakfast nook. 
~  „,„„.,,„„ children,   included in this Of the group  of fifty-one cnixaion, 
er.A >w +-M l r nurse or motn< i • udy,   the  five infants were   fed by t&eii 
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iv>  children in the   aotlve childhood group ate   alone.      Sight 
idren in  the   active  childhood group ate with their fami- 
lies  r< gull rly,   six part  time,   rnd  three  very rarely. 
itv children in the middle   childhood group  ate  with their 
•Hies  regularly,   four part  or bime and two very rarely* 
Forty-one  children had companionship  with brother,   sister or 
nt durin0 their meal hour.     This does not include  the 
infants  fed by ntf ids. 
Twenty-nine   of  the   children studied used regular sized 
chairs  at  the  table.     Seven had  small  tablee   and  chairs. 
L-amilles had placed these  in the ba it nook with 
the  othei   breakfast  table.     Eleven children i igh 
chairs or  stools   and were  eating at tables of reguli r height, 
loor in the  breakfast nook and nursery of  twenty-four 
protected by linoletim coverings.     In eleven homes, 
-hen the  children ate  in the dining room,  protection was 
D the floor   and  table.     Nineteen children had scales 
in the home  for  checking their weight r< jnlarly. 
The  findings of  fell   study in relation to   sleeping fa- 
cilities,   given in Table  VII,   P^e 96     ,   indicate that there 
were no problems  except in the   or se  of children In the middle 
childhood group   sharing  a room with  their parents. 
Trent-four had bedrooms of their own.     Four of the 
younger  children were sharing  their room with a nurse. 
,t -seven of  the   children  shared their bedroom with some- 
one.     The parents  said that  in esses where  the   children were 
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occupying a bedroom with both parents or with one parent 
b it was 8 temporary arrangement and would be changed ns 
soon as the older child oould be moved to an upstairs bed- 
room.  They did not say how soon they expected them to reach 
that age.  None of the children shared beds with others. 
The type of beds used varied.  There was one cradle, 
eleven cribs, four cots, eight double beds, six youth beds, 
double decker beds, and twenty twin or single beds.  In 
some of the homes, the children used a crib until they were 
large enough to move into an adult sized bed.  For a family 
of moderate means, this arrangement is the most economical 
to make.  The child would have only one new adjustment, in 
■d to beds, to make.  In some homes, however, where cost 
B not an essential item, furnishings for children had been 
provided that would have to be discarded as the children 
,v up.  Three parents st( ted that they had placed the adult 
sized bed in the bedroom while the child was still using the 
smaller one as a means of shifting the child from the smaller 
to the larger bed. 
vorty-nine  of the children had beds with firm mattresses. 
Twenty used pillows.     All   covers  were   correct in  size for the 
bed on which  they were used.     Seven children had  some  special 
arrangement for keeping the  covers on at night.     Pour had 
Snug-in  clamps,   one   a Snuggle Bunny,   one was  pinned in,   and 
another was wrapped   in a blanket mummy fashion.     Thirty-nine 
children needed no  special provision for keeping covers  on, 
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according to the parents'   statement.     Of the   twelve  cnildr- n 
needing special provision,   seven were   supplied with it. 
One boy slept with his dog,   another with his  cat. 
Apparently  the   family was not concerned with the fact that 
the dog   and eat were dirty,   and were   likely  to be germ carri- 
ers. 
The parents  appeared to have very little difficulty with 
the   sleep habits of their children. 
ie  rooms   that  the  children in this  study were usi 
,   sleep  vere all  adequate.!,   v   ntilated.     The wall  finish 
in thirty-three was plaster and paint;   in  eighteen the finish 
wall paper. All '-ere non-washable material, Uhe floor 
coverings were thirty-three scatter ruga and thirteen large 
rugs;   twenty-six vere washable. 
All of the families studied as shown in Table XI, page 
100 , had provided comfortable toilet arrangements for the 
chlldr*    .      forty-two  of the  children  in tne group  studied 
d  the  family bathroom.     One  child had a private bath. 
Separate bathrooms, used only by the   children were supplied 
eight.     Eleven used toidy sec ts  or nursery cheirs that 
Ltted over the   adult toilet  seat. 
SUMMARY 
In this study of space and equipment, as it relates to 
the maintenance of healthful surroundings for the children, 
it was found  that: 
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1. With few exceptions, the homes studied provided 
adequately for the safety of the children, both 
Lthln ; nd without the home.  The exceptions inclu- 
ded the three homes where play areas needed fencing, 
•here the only play space was on a driveway, front 
walk or Btr<  , and wher  aeoess to pity space in- 
volved olimbing steep stairs that had no rail. 
2. High standards of cleanliness and sanitation existed 
both indoors and outdoors in all homes, with the ex- 
ception of one in which the pet dog and cat slept 
h the boys. 
. privacy was generally observed.  Although most of 
the children had play spaces,     did not hi 
• where the;/ could play alone without beint dis- 
turbed. 
All of the children slept in beds alone but in 
, ,   ■ ses were dl« ;urbed by ,n older bi 
ter oi ■* bedroom. 
sharea b ***°  - ^ 
, anoomfo: able 
and inconvenient b, I     and dr. 
ohildr 
[ 
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rloi i 
itivitiea of  fifty-one 
>t  thirty- 
ent 
;.     Lvidual families jvideno under- 
1 ,    thr      prinoipl. i   or child , >e, an analyi 
oiliti. id in etch indivi- 
analysia 4 °" the A subjec- 
nt   as to   the extent   to  which  t .illties pro- 
,    tet  the  stai Jhapters II,  III,   and IV. 
:     judgmenta ar<        i >rded by the use of the fol 
"1"   indicates   that  the   standa] n met,   "2"   that 
Ls have been met in part only,   and  -5«   that the 
standi rds have not been met. 
These   findings haV<    been  analyzed in the following 
]    ,   and  summarized under Part 3  in Chapter VI.     As 
indicated in that   summary,   the homes vary widely  as to   the 
Bdl • ..visions made.     The difference however does 
not  ap ear  to be   in  any way related to the   apparent econo- 
: >oial   status of  the  family or the  length of time  in 
Utfh the   children have been in the  nursery school. 
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TABLE  A 
RATING GIVEN EACH FAMILY ON PROVISION OP FACILITIES A 
ACTIVITIES OF CHILDREN, CLASSIFIED ON THE BASIS OF Si 
SET UP IN THE STUDY 
Family 
Number 
DEVELOPMENT OF INDEPENDENCE 
1 
2 
5 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12A 
12B 
13A 
13B 
14A 
14B* 
15A 
15B 
16A 
16B 
17A 
17B* 
18A 
18B 
19 
20A 
20B 
20C 
21 
22A 
22B 
25A 
23B 
24A 
24B* 
25 
26 
27 
28A 
28B 
29A 
29B* 
30 
31 
32 
33A 
33B 
34 
35A 
35B* 
(A) (B) (C) (D) 
PSEBE     PSEBE     PSEBE    PSEBE 
CHALLENGING  OF 
ABILITY THROUGH 
PLAY EQUIPMENT 
(A)(B)(C)(D)(E) 
P     P     P     P     P 
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2 
1 
DEVELOPMENT OF INDEPENDENCE 
child 
(A). Equipment kept where/can get 
It and put it away. 
(B). Materials suited to needs of 
user (not too old). 
(C). Potential dangers with equip- 
ment eliminated. 
(D). Elimination of too much help and 
too much interference. 
MAINTENANCE OF HEALTHFUL CONDITIONS 
(A). Safe materials and surroundings. 
(B) . Sanitary surroundings. 
(C). Provision made for privacy. 
(D). Comfortable arrangements. 
MAINTEN; 
(A) 
PSEBE 
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l\ 
] 
SYMBOLS  USED   IN TABLE    A 
OHALLENGU 
(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
(D) 
(12). 
Stimu] 
Stimu] 
and a< 
Suite< 
Fostej 
Ellmii 
devel< 
P,S,E,B,and 
eatii 
atioi 
"1"   indicates 
"2"   indicate: 
part  onlj 
"3"   indicates] 
"-"  did not 
"*"   infant,  el 
A,B,   and C rej 
and 
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TABLE     A 
IVEN  EACH FAMILY OH  PROVISION  OF FACILITIES  FOR  MAJOR 
|ES   OF CHILDREN,   CLASSIFIED ON THE BASIS   OF   STANDARDS 
SET UP   IN THE  STUDY 
ENCE 
(D) 
P S E B E 
CHALLENGING OF 
ABILITY THROUGH 
PLAY EQUIPMENT 
(A)(B)(C)(D)(E) 
P     P     P     P     P 
MAINTENANCE  OF HEALTHFUL  CONDITIONS 
(A) (B) (C) (D) 
PSEBE  PSEBE  PSEBE  PSEBE 
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SYMBOLS USED IN TABLE  A 
m get 
>ds of 
equip- 
help and 
CHALLENGING OF ABILITY THROUGH PLAY EQUIPMENT 
(A).  Stimulate wide range of Interests. 
(B) .  Stimulate Imagination, Initiative, 
and activity. 
(C).  Suited to physical development. 
(U).  Foster social development. 
(E). Elimination of conditions that thwart 
development. 
)NDITIONS 
•oundings, 
racy. 
;s. 
P,S,E,B,and E refer respectively to play, sleep, 
eating, bathing and dressing, and elimin- 
ation. 
indicates that the standards have been met. 
indicates that the standards have been met in 
part only. 
indicates that the standards have not been met, 
did not ap>ly in this situation. 
infant, child under 1 year of age. 
and C refer respectively to oldest, second, 
and third child studied in the families. 
w2" 
"3" 
n _it 
A,B, 
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JHAPTER  VI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS,   RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
1.   -he   study included an investigation of the   space and 
equipment provided  for play,   sleep,   eating, bathing, 
dressing,   and elimination,   in the homes of fifty-one 
children who had,   at  some time  from 1934 to 1938 been 
in the nursery  school  of the Woman's College of the 
University of North Carolina,   Greensboro, N.   C.    These 
families represented business and professional classes. 
.   ,. comparison was made  of  the provisions in each of the 
ho:,ics with standards   set up by the  writer.     These   stan- 
dards which were   subjective  in character were based on a 
review Of tne  literature in this field.     As an aid in the 
analysis  of   the findings,   they were  classified on the 
basis Of   their relation  to  tnree major principles of child 
guidance,   as follow: : 
a.   Ew.ry   cnild should be provided with such experiences 
QS   will   enable him to  develop independence.     Ml 
involves his  having an opportunity for the expression 
of   independence   through keeping his materials where 
he   can easily get  and easily put them away as well 
as having materials not too  old for his developmen- 
tal   age.     It  also involves the elimination of con- 
ditlons which thwart him in his development,   such 
as   those  that are potentially dangerous,   those that 
! 
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necessitate supervision that annoys him, and those 
which call for too much help or too much interfer- 
ence, 
b. Each child should be provided with such experiences 
as will challenge his ability.  This involves his 
having an opportunity for experiences that culti- 
vate a wide r&nge of interests, that are suited to 
his physical development, that stimulate imagination, 
initiative, and activity, and that encourcge social 
development,  provisions should be made for the 
iiminetion of conditions which thwart his develop- 
ment such as those that are dangerous end those that 
foster or promote undesirable habits, 
c. Bach child should be provided with a healthful en- 
vironment.  This requires a dwelling place safe, 
sanitary, private, and comfortable. 
.  he analysis of the findings to determine the points in 
OiOh the provisions or the lack of provisions made sug- 
ested tltta r success or failure to carry over into the 
homes, the principles of child      0   teh were empha- 
sized in the study group showed that: 
a. The facilities provided in eleven homes, or 31. 2 , 
of the homes, for fourteen of the children, or 
. ] , of the group, measured up to all of the 
standards set in this study for the realization of 
the three guiding principles.  Of the remaining 
' 
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thirty-seven child]     ., irovisions 
hteen children in  seventeen n- 
(1)   ?ivi lies hi 
be »     nd 
sv ..on as 
veli ■  > anoe 
of healthful  conditlo    . 
(   )   ].  .   children, n -   at 
homes, had c bh" 
rroundings but ina rovision for 
suoh faoilit °V~ 
(. )   pour othei    i ,ur 
homes had materials and surroundings  t] 
were healthful, but did not have the facili- 
ties necessary to provide the am amount 
of lnd                         od to chaJ              the   child's 
ability. 
(4)   Seven children from six families had challen- 
ging play equipment but because  of  lack of 
satisfactory storage  spaces,   too much super- 
vision,   unsafe  play spaces,   and lack of pro- 
visions for privacy,   were not able  to  get   the 
ximum  amount  of benefit  from it. 
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b.   The   fj cilitles provided in  sixteen homes,   or 4Q>%, 
for nineteen children,   or 57, , sured up to 
all oi' the   tti ndurds  sot for the development of 
independence.     In the homes of  the other thirty- 
two children,   the facilities provided measured 
up  to  onl>   part of   the  standards. 
(1)   Twenty-two  children lacked provisions for 
taking care  of themselves and their poss- 
essions. 
(! )   Four children had materials   too  old for 
them. 
(3) Nine  children had not had all potential 
dangers  eliminated from their surroundings. 
(4) Twenty-five  children were given too much 
supervision. 
c.   The fecilities provided in fifteen homes,   or 43*, 
for twenty-three  children,   or 4b;„  measured up 
to   all of   the   standards   set  for challenging play 
equipment.     The homes of the other twenty-eight 
children,  measured up to only pert of the   stan- 
dards. 
(1) Twenty-two children did not have play ma- 
terials for stlmulrting a wide range of 
interests. 
(2) Eighteen children lacked the materials 
for stimulating imagination, initiative, 
and activity. 
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(3) Eighteen children lacked materials suited 
to  their physical development. 
(4) -cloven children lacked   sufficient  equip- 
ment  for social development. 
(5) Sixteen  children were handicapped with 
conditions which thwart development. 
d.   The facilities provided in twenty-one homes,   or 
60%,   for  twenty-five   children,   or 49%,  measured 
up  to  all  of the  standards   set for the mainte- 
nance of healthful  conditions.     In the homos of 
the  other twenty-six children,   the   facilities 
provided measured up  to only part of  the   stan- 
dards. 
(1) Ten children did not have   safe materials 
and  surrounding    . 
(2) Two  children slept v/ith pets. 
(3) Nineteen of  the children lacked edeouate 
privacy. 
(4) Five children did not have comfort able 
arrangements for play, or for ■leap or 
for batning and dressing. 
Conclusions 
Within  the   llmlta of this  study,   it  appears that: 
1.   Although the   families  interviewed have provided much 
excellent material,   the   contact  with the nursery school 
and  the parent education program has not been sufficient 
•/b 
Les to insure  their understanding the  three major principle 
of child guidance. 
through  the facilities they provide for the major activi- 
ties of children,   parents   give  evidence of: 
a. Better understanding of the  importance of sanitary 
surroundings  than of  the  Importance of permanent 
outdoor equipment for muscular  activity as   an aid 
in physical development. 
b. Insufficient understanding of the  importance of 
play in the  life of   the   child. 
c. Little understanding of the i portance of experiences 
in  an environment free  from too much  supervision 
and interference with responsibility to plan and do 
for oneself. 
d. Better understanding of the  importance of keeping 
the  child busy  than of keeping him busy at activi- 
ties designed to  stimulate   a wide range of interests, 
develop imagination,   Initiative,   and aesthetic  appre- 
ciation. 
e. Poor understanding of the  limitations of the  contri- 
butions made by  the  nurs.ry  school and the elementary 
school   to   the development of children. 
f. insufficient understanding of  the  contribution of 
group  activities to  the  development of children. 
g. Little understanding of the way- through which 
more  adequate materials may be provided at little 
cost. 
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Re commendat ions 
I,     hat   in the  future development  of  the parent education 
profirtm,   special effort be mede  to develop in the parents 
a better understanding of   space   and equipment   in the home 
in relation to   the child1 s  needs  through: 
a. A study of  exhibits   of e-uipment  that  can be made 
at  low cost. 
b. The  use of   a loan library of books,  pamphlets,   and 
catalogues  of equipment or interest to the parents. 
c. A study of methods used in this  and other communi- 
ties   to meet  the   special needs  such as;   private 
playgrounds, group  sharing of responsibility for 
supplying playground equipment and  supervision, 
and equipping them  at low cost. 
d. A study of  the   child's developmental needs and the 
contribution of  the   physical  environment to  them. 
e. The use of problem  cases of other children's be- 
havior to   illustrate desirable methods of handling 
type problems. 
f. Opportunity for parents to  observe in the nursery 
school  without  being   seen by   the   children. 
g. Visits in homes and neighborhoods made by the nursery 
school director or parent education study group lead- 
er  to determine   the  needs  of the   families. 
io   ,iVPn bv maids,   the program .   That   as   so much supervision is   given oy ma 
of parent   education be  extended to the maids. 
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3,    That as  the  mere  possession of space   and equipment   Is 
not proof that maximum use   is  made  of It,   studies be 
made to determine how  it Is being used. 
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APPENDIX 
HOME e> 
TIIK WOMAN'S COJ.I.U.I 
OF 
THE UNIVERSITY OP NORTH CAROLINA 
GREENSBORO, N. C. 
October 6,   1938 
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MT. and Mrs, 
Greensboro, N. C. 
My dear Mr. and Mrs , 
One of our graduate  students,   Miss Evelyn Rogers,  of 
Greenville,   N.   C,   is making a   study of the House and 
its Furnishings;   in relation to  the developmental needs 
of cnildren. 
To make this  study of  service,  we need the cooperation of 
a selected group of homes where  children have benefitted 
from the Improvements brought about  through nursery school 
experience. 
As parents  of our nursery school children,  we are asking you 
for your full cooperation in this  study as we believe it will 
be of mutual helpfulness. 
The  assistance needed will include  at least one interview by 
this advanced  student,   and the taking of a few pictures in 
the home. 
lira. Rosa will be glad to give you detailed information re- 
garding this study as she is directing the graduate student 
in this undertaking. 
Kindly advise me by phone or mail if we may count on your 
help.     If we do not heer  to the  contrary,   we will look for- 
ward to working with you on this project. 
Cordially yours, 
Margaret 1.1.   Edwards,  Head 
Home Economics Department 
« 
INTERVIEW FORM 80 
Name of parents. 
Date. 
Names of  the   children in the family -   Date  of birth 
Address  
Other members of the family. 
..other work outside  the home  
Nature of  the  work Hours 
•'tiiers Occupation Hours 
Home rented or owned  
Length of time   in the present home.   .   .   . 
Symbol for children in the home - Use  first letter of name 
plus  age  -  R-6 
Interviewee: 
« 
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,  PLAY PROVISIONS 
I.  Outdoor piay 
a. Character of  outdoor play  space 
1      Location 
2     Fenced 
3 Private 
4 Free  from   refuse 
5      Easily observed 
6 Access  to  neighbor yard 
b. Equipment for outdoor play -  * Tor homemade, # if 
not durable,  + for favorites 
7. Permanent  equipment 
(Slide, Jungle Gym, packing boxes, swing, gym- 
nastic apparatus, croouet set, natural properties) 
8. Locomotor Equipment 
(Kiddy-kar, tricycle, wagon) 
9. Raw materials 
(Sand, earth, water) 
10. Building materials 
(Blocks,   boards,   ladder,   saw horse) 
11. Others: 
c. Care of outdoor play materials 
12. Where is the play equipment stored? 
13. Who is responsible for storing this equipment! 
14. the cares for the pets? 
d. Use and adjustment 
15. -What evidences of ingenuity do you find? 
16. What are your major problems in relation to out- 
door play space and equipmentf 
II. Indoor play provisions 
a. Character of indoor play space 
17. Does the child have a play room oi 
(a) Attic 
Cb) Basement 
(c)   '.   •   •   •   .Garage 
(d) Extra room 
18. What  is  the  total   space provided* 
19. How is  the  room ventilated? 
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20. ./hat is the relation of this room to the others 
in the house? 
21. What lighting facilities are provided? 
(a) Abundant natural 11 
(b)  Good, usable ertificisl light 
. Of what material is the floor? 
. 3. '.That kind of floor covering is provic 
24. What is the finish of the walls? 
25. What kind of window treatment is there? 
26. Are the curtains colorful and washable? 
27. If he does not have a separate room for play, 
where does he keep his play materials? 
28. Is he responsible for getting out his toys and 
putting his toys away? 
29. If the kitchen is used for a play space, what 
utensils does he enjoy most? 
b. Play materials for indoor play 
30. Play materials for development of strength and 
skill (Push and pull toys, large colored beads 
to string, lock box, bubble set, balls, tennis 
racket with ball.) 
31. Materials for constructive and creative play 
( Large hollow blocks, blunt scissors, paper, 
peg board, color cones, picture puzzles, nests 
of blocks, hammer and tools.) 
32. Materials for dramatic and Imitative play 
(Dolls and doll furnishings, housekeeping toys, 
trains, boats, telephone, farm sets.; 
33. Materials for social development 
(Doll and doll corner, play tent, tee taDie ana 
chair, blocks) 
books, pictures, aquarium) 
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c.   adjustment  and use 
36. What   changes have been made in the play equip- 
ment   and furnishings as the child has increased 
in   size? 
37. Do  you have   in mind changes you will make next 
year? 
38. How do   the children manage  their own equipment? 
(a) Keep   it   separate - How? 
(b) Cooperative plan - What? 
39. How hcve household furnishings been converted 
into play ecuipment? 
40. Are   there places  in the home  forbidden to him? 
41. Are  there pieces of  furniture  forbidden to him? 
42. Are  there pieces of another child's ecuipment or 
Tparents materials   that he knows not   to play with? 
43. If   so,   how is he taught to   stay away  from them? 
44. What  evidences  of ingenuity are displayed? 
45. Do you have a problem related  to  indoor space and 
materials? 
B.   SL£SP  PROVISIONS 
!•   Bo°m ,   u.. a.   Physical  Characteristics 
46. Has   the  child a room of his ownf 
47. Is his  bedroom near the bath? 
48. How is the room ventilated? 
49. What Is  the  wall finish? 
50. 'What kind of  floor covering is used? 
b.   Occupants  , wlth vhom does he room: 51. If he   does not room alone,   *" 
l&)        ....   Age of person 
(£) Sex of person 
52. Does he   sleep  alone? 
53. If not,   with whom dcjes^sleep? 
(b!   '.   '.   '•   '•   '   ^fx of person 
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II.   Equipment  and furnishings 
a.   Ch; racteristies of 
54. In what kind of bed does he   sleep? 
(a) .   .   .   .   Height 
(b) .   .   .   .   Width 
(c) .   .   .   •   Firm mattress 
55. Does  the  child use  a pillow? 
(a)   .   .   .   .   Size 
(t>)   .   .   •   •   Material 
56. What  is   size of   covering used on the bed? 
57. Is  the bed  clothing washable? 
58. What provision is made for keeping the cover on 
the  child? 
b.   Accessibility 
59. Are the  extra  covers accessible to  the child? 
60. Can he  get out his own  sleeping clothes? 
61. is a usable,   good light provided for  the child 
in his bedroom? 
62. is  there   a   shelf or table near his bed for his 
use? 
c.  Use and adjustment 
63. mat does he keep on his table    or  shelf? 
64. What furnishings do  you have  for the child to use 
in bed when ill? 
65. What  evidences of ingenuity uo you find? 
66. Do you have  any problsns related to   sleep habits? 
C. BATINO PROVISIONS 
67. Where does the child eat? 
-„+-o tnble and chair? 68. Does he have a separate taoxe an 
69. Does he eat with the family? 
70. Does he eat between meals? 
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71. With what does he eat? 
72. Is his plate unbreakable? 
73. Prom what does he drink his milk,   water,   etc.? 
74. '."/hat protection is provided   the  table  and floor 
in case of spilling? 
75. What evidences of ingenuity do  you find? 
76. Are  there  eating problems  that have arisen? 
D. ELIMINATION  PROVISIONS 
77. Does  the child use the family bathroom? 
78. Do  you have a special  stool   chair to  fit over 
the toilet? 
79. Are there   steps provided   so   that the  child may 
use  the toilet alone? 
80. Are  there   separate  toilet  arrangements for the 
child? 
(a)   Kind of arrangement 
(b)   Where located? 
81. Are  there  toilet facilities nesr the outdoor 
play   space? 
82. What evidence of ingenuity do   you find? 
83. What problems do you have that relate  to   elimin- 
ation habits? 
E. PROVISIONS   FOh  CARE  OF SELF  AND ffOSSESSION 
84. Can he reach his toilet  articles? 
(a)  drinking glass 
(b)  comb 
(c)  mirror 
(d)  wash cloth 
(e)  towel 
(f)  tooth brush 
85. Can he  turn the faucet with ease? 
86. What provisions are made for  the  child's bathing? 
(a)      low tub 
(b)      steps  to the tub 
(c)      rubber mat to prevent  slipping 
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(d)   Shower within reach 
87.   Is  there  a  space provided for his clothing that 
is  within his reach? 
(a) drawer space 
 easily opened 
not too deep 
(b) closet  space 
 low rod for hanging clothing 
shoe   space 
 hat and cap   space 
88. Can he open the   doors for himself? 
89. Are  there   scales  that  the child ean use to check 
his  weight? 
90. What evidences of  ingenuity do   you find? 
91. Do you have  any problems  in relation to  these 
provisions? 
?.   PROVISIONS  POh  SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 
92. Where  is  a place provided for group play? 
93. With whom does he play? 
94. Who  is responsible for   supervision of group 
activities? 
95. What provisions  are made  for equipment? 
(a) Supplying 
(b) Labeling 
(c) Sharing 
(d) Taking care of damage done 
96. What evidences of ingenuity do you find? 
97. Do you have any problems in regard to social 
development? 
G. PROVISIONS FOR EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
children? 
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99*  Does he have   a   r-uiet p] 
(a) sleep 
(b) play 
(c)        -ag 
100. Does the child  seem to be af] 
101. If  so,   ufaat? 
:w do you feel  that thj 
you e u   -   - 
-.    -; .-■. ■--   --'■ 
his beeoaii 
, DMI Jblld have   a pet   ariaal to love and to 
lore bl»t 
:.   .    -.. -   ■■-.-iJ.r..:      -     : :-._r.-.■_:-;•• _:  7-- final 
107. I :      -e-5   : 
i rv tlopaentl 
_.-   .-   ___^__    . ' 1..-. 
;iis o«nt 
109. Wiat kind of book 
(a:    " £ 
(b) piet -£ 
(c:    - 
(d) acmema&e boot: 
:::.   ■:-..--  ----- :'       " i: 
ill. -s bootai Iwpt 
. *hat use does he ■ "-"-«■* 
1.   .   _oes he abuse his boo 
114. *hat .Musical instrux^ 
115. Hhich ones does he enjoy ac 
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117. Which of these  does he  try to  play? 
118. What pictures ire provided especially for him? 
119. What  reaction does he give to them? 
120. What opportunity does he have for gaining color 
appreciation? 
121. How does he  react to   the  texture of his  clothing? 
122. How does he   re net  to color in his clothing? 
123. hat   contacts has he had  with nature objects? 
124. Is   there a  child's garden? 
125. .'ho   cares  for it': 
126. hat evidences  of  ingenuity do you findl 
127. What problems do you have concerning aesthetic 
development': 
.. j    rrsiONS FOR a 
128. Are  the windows  in the play room screened? 
129. Are   there   it. 1» la  t 
hazt.ru? 
130. What  type  of guar- 
131. How   are  the  electric outlet, the 
chi 
X,. 
1M.  I. the -oi»= — «• °
f *» «*"" "' 
135. Are   matches   accessible* 
136. Is  the  play yard fenced? 
137. Are  climbing devices  safe? 
13B.   is  there  evidence of dan.erous pl*y eouipment. 
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139. Are floors finished dull   and not slippery? 
140. Is   there   any danger from ce.ts   and dogs? 
141. Is  there  a  toy or real gun accessible   that might 
be dangerous? 
142. What  evidences of  ingenuity do  you find? 
143. Do  you have any problems   along this line? 
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TIME,   TYPE AND  TERMS  OF  OCCUPANCY 
TABLE I. OF  PRESENT  HOME  
 ' No.   of Apart-  Private 
Time  in Home Families    merit Home Owned 
Less   than 1  yr. 2 111 
1 - 3 yrs  18 2 16               14 
4-6 yrs  2 0               2                 1 
7 - 9 yrs  7 0               7                  6 
10-12 yrs  3                                  3 
13-15  yrs  10                                   1 
Above  2 0               2 I— 
Total 35 3 32               27 
Rented 
1 
2 
2 
1 
0 
1 
1 
8 
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rLABLE  II.   COMPOSITION   OF  THE THIRTY-FIVE  FAMILIES 
A. Number of children per family 
No. of No. of 
Children Families 
1 15 
2 14 
3 4 
4 2 
Total 35 
B. Number of children In age and sex groups 
Number of Children 
Ace group Female  Male   Total 
Infancy 1 mo. - 1 yr. 
;unabout 1-2 yrs. 
1 
1 
4 
0 
5 
1 
Active 3-5 yrs. 9 10 19 
Middle Childhood 
6-10 yrs. 9 17 26 
Above 10 yrs. 4 8 12 
Total 24 39 63 
C. members of Families (Showing relationships) 
Members Number Number of 
Families 
..others 
fathers 
35 
34 
35 
35 
Grandmothers 1 1 
Grandfathers 3 3 
Aunt 3 % 
Uncle 2 
\ Roomers 1 
2 
3
1 
Servants 
19 
5 
2 
1 
1 
Full time 1 
2 
3 
5 
6 
Part time 1 5 
Live in home 1 
2 
3 
4 
2 
1 
1 
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TABLE III*   NATURE  OF  OCCUPATIONS OF  PARENTS  
Type and Hours of Work Type  and Hours of Work 
of the Mothers    of the Fathers 
" No.   of   cases 
No.   employed 
Pull  time 
Part  time 
Type of  work 
Teacher(college) 
Teacher and 
business  woman 
Clerk 
Merchant 
U.S.   Marshall 
Hours: 
Daily 9   to 5 
Irregular 
(a day occassion- 
ally) 
8 
5 
3 
2 
5 
1 
.1 
6 
3 
No. of cases 
No. employed 34 
Full time 33 
Part time 1 
Type of work 
professor 4 
Insurance agent 3 
Broker 2 
Lawyer 5 
Doctor 2 
Realtor 3 
Manufacturer 4 
Merchant 5 
Civil Engineer 1 
Auditor 1 
Architect 1 
Postmaster 1 
Telephone Co. 
Salesman 1 
Hours: 
Daily 9 to 5:30 
Irregular 1 
Travel 6 
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LENGTH OF  TIME HOMES  STUDIED WERE 
TABLE  IV. REPRESENTED IN   MTJhSSEY  SCHOOL  
Time in Months No.  of families   (35) 
4 to 6 months    
7  to  12 months        9 
13 to 18 months 11 
19 to 36 months    
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SPACE PROVIDED b'OR STORAGE OP OUTDOOR 
AND INDOOR PLAY MATERIALS GIVING ALSO 
THE  PLACEMENT  OF  RESPONSIBILITY  FOR 
TABLE  V. STORING.  
Place provided Families represented* 
(35)" 
 Number families using 
Outdoor 
Garage   
Basement    
Indoor  closet    
Under back porch    
Porch   
Game room    
Pront yard  
Indoor 
Shelves  in Child's bedroom  
Chests in child's bedroom            11 
Shelves  in halls    
Shelves in living room  ° 
Shelves in den     .     .  Q 
Shelves in playroom      
Closets    
Responsible  for  Storing 
Maid  
Mother and child   42 
Child  
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SPACE AND  EQUIPMENT   PROVISIONS  MADE  FOR 
TflRLS  VI.   FORMING  GOOD BATHING AND DRESSING  ilABITS 
Facilities available Infancy 
(5) 
Runabout 
(1) 
Toilet articles  accessible; 
DrlnKing glass 
Comb 
ror 
Wash cloth 
Tooth brush 
Turn faucet 
Towel 
Provisions  for bathing: 
Baby tub & 
Low tub 
Rubber mat  to   prevent 
slipping 
Shower 
Storage   space  for clothing; 
Drawer  space ^ 
Easily opened 5 
Not too deep £ 
Closet   space 
Low rod 
Stool used to reach 
Low clothes tree 
Shoe space " 
Hat space * 
Wardrobes 
Doors & drawers to storage 
cabinets easily opened 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Active 
(19) 
Middle 
(26) 
14 
19 
16 
17 
16 
19 
17 
19 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
8 6 
11 14 
19 26 
19 26 
18 26 
17 23 
8 11 
4 0 
4 0 
19 23 
19 23 
4 3 
19 26 
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SPACE AND BQUIPMKNT  PROVISIONS MADE 
HOMES  STUDIED  FOR  FORMING  GOOD SLEEP 
TABLE  VII. HABITS  
Provisions made iber of cases 
(____  
Provision lor  cross ventilation          51 
■ 11 finish: 
Wall  paper  18 
Plastered  and painted      33 
?loor covering: 
Scatter rug  33 
Large rug  13 
Washable      
Non-washable    20 
Sleep alone  51 
Type of bed: 
' Crib  11 
3radle  
Youth bed  
Jot type    
in bed    
Double deck  
Double bed    
I mattress  
is pillow  
1 of Pillow: 
all  
Large • 
ther  
iok  P° 
Washable bed covers  ol 
irrovisions nude for keeping covers  on: 
^nu^^lns    
Snuggle bunny  
Cover correct size  
Pinned in • • • • 
Cover wrapped mummy fashion around child    ± 
*Extra covers accessible • 
(No special provision made except to place 
cover on foot of bed) .^ 
•Sleeping clothes accessible  
Good usable light: 45 
Overhead      § 
Bracket light       g 
Floor lamp      g_ 
Table lamp         g 
Dressing table lamp 31 
Table by bed        23 
ied  trays 25 
Bed tables  
»does not apply to five Infants. _ _ « 
<**»»>-=■ 
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SPACE  AND E^UIPMf.NT PROVIDED IN  HOMES  STUDIED 
TABLE  VIII. FOR  THE FORMING  OF  GOOD  EAT IMG  HABITS 
facilities provided Infancy Runubout Active Middle 
(5) (1) (19) (26) 
iating place: 
Nursery or play room 1 1 
Bedroom -  fed by nurse 3 1 
Kitchen 2 1 1 
Breakfast nook 1 15 23 
Den 1 
Dining room  regularly 2 3 
LAirnishln. s: 
High chairs   and stools 1 11 
Small tables  and chairs 1 5 1 
Regular   size  chairs 4 25 
ing Equipment: 
Silver 
2 
8 
1 
8 
Baby size 1 4 
4 
18 
Youth size 
Salad fork 1 
Adult  size 
China  and glass 
3 compartment plate with 
1 
1 
18 
silver jacker 2 
Unbreakable  plate 
1 26 Breakable plate 3 
Bottles 
Cup 8 
3 
2 1 
3 
Mugs 16 22 
Glasses 3 1 
Silver  cup 
Protection afforded 
floor and table: 
Linoleum -  breakfast 
1 5 21 nook 2 
Paper on rug in dining 2 2 
room 
Cover for dining room 1 1 
chairs 2 2 
Oil  cloth doilies 
Tray used when eating in 1 1 
dining room 
Companionship: 
5 5 Eats alone 
Eats with family reg- 8 20 
ularly 
1 6 4 Eats with family part 3 2 
Eats with family rarely 
Scales  provided to   encourage 
better eatinfi habits         6 , ■ 
7 7 
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TkHL-. IX. 
Outdoor Space 
PROVISIONS MADE IN HOMES STUDIED FOR 
OUTDOOR AND INDOOR PLAY SPACE 
No. homes 
making (35) 
Characteristics of; 
Location 
Backyards . 
Sldeyards . 
Safe  
Private . . • 
Sanitary. . . 
Natural properties 
Easily observed . 
Access to neighbor yard 20 
31 
4 
31 
33 
35 
35 
34 
Indoor Space No. making 
(35) 
Characteristics of: 
Location 
Play pens 4 
Attic 3 
Basement 3 
Garage  4 
Sxtra room 8 
Combination playroom- 
bedroom 31 
Desirable location. .35 
Private 25 
Cross Ventilation . . 35 
Abundant natural light 35 
Usable artificial litht35 
Floors: 
Play pens-v/ooden. . 4 
Soft wood-painted  .       4 
Linoleum   
Tile  
Cement        * 
uwood  
-liable floor  covers    20 
Non-washable '        "•   •     ^ 
Large rugs 1* 
Small, scatter rugs .  lb 
Wall finishes: 
Plastered walls . . <■* 
Wall paper . • • • 1j- 
Insulation boerd. . 
Not celled J: 
Washable woodwork . .  5» 
Curtains at windows. . dv 
Colorful ££ 
Washable. • • • • •  f? 
Colorful & washable 14 
Venetian blinds. . . •  g 
Screen guard insiae. . 
n 
■,..: s x. 
PROVISIONS MADE IN HOMES STUDIED 
FOR SOCIAL DEVEJORIENT 
Provision  Made            Infancy Runabout Active Middle 
(5) (1) (19) (26) 
Playmates: 
Own age   (near) 1 17 24 
Playmates Imported 2 2 
Supervision Provided: 
;ther,   full resp.     1 3 3 
id,   full  resp. 2 4 
..iother ix maid,   joint 
resp.              4 1 14 19 
Group Playgrounds: 
Special plan for 
group equipment 
Parks accessible 
Family Recreation: 
Facilities 
Fireplace 
Tables & chairs 
Chairs 
Hammock 
Outdoor cooking 
equipment 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
3 
3 
7 
15 
0 
0 
3 
1 
9 
18 
1 
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TABLE  XI. 
SPACE  AND EQUIPMENT   PROVISIONS  wiADE 
IN  HOMES  STUDIED  FOR  THE FORMING  OF 
GOOD ELIMINATION   HABITS 
ilities  available Infancy 
(5) 
lain; bout 
(1) 
Active 
(19) 
Middle 
3) 
family bathroom 4 1 15 22 
Private bat   r 1 
ldren's b"throom 1 ' 3 
Ldy  sc; t 4 1 6 0 
pot 1 1 3 1 
Ctool or box to mrke 
aoce 8 s- 
le 1 7 2 
room   acco:'! lible  to 
r                  oe 1 : 1 
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E XII» SUPPLIED 'S  
,..• b :• Li la ( .' i- the five In    ]    
Play pen  
• 11s  3 
hattlers  
board  -*• 
 ^ 
Plackles  £ 
Push and pull toys  * 
Blocks  ~ 
Dolls  ^ 
Stuffed animals  ^ 
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OUTDOJh   AND  I>               KJJII   LENT 
j      XIII. "'Oh  '■■ nBOUT  CriILD  
..iaterlals   (for the one)  
Outdoor ..'Iaterlals 
Swing  ! 
Natural properties  1 
Tricycle      ! 
'.aon  
Bi nd box  
band  toys  1 
rth to dig in,   water  accessible   .   .   . 
Blocks      1 
Boards      x 
Indoor Materials 
Bali s ir 
blocks 1: 
Paper  
Dolls * 
Tables   and chairs      -"■ 
Crayons    
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OUTDOOR  EQUIPMENT  FOR THE  ACTIVE 
TABLE XIV. AMD  MIDDLE CHILDHOOD GROUPS 
Article Active 
childhood 
e^es 3-6 yrs. 
Permanent  Equipment 
Slide ....  
Jungle Gym  
Packing boxes    
Swing  
Sec-saw  
Gymnastic   apparatus    
Natural properties  
Materials  for outdoor games 
Croquet   •••• •.... 
Baseball eouipment  
•'ootball equipment  
'ennls rackets  
Badminton nets  
Badminton rackets  
Basketball  
Golf equipment  
Polo sticks  
-Li  
Bow and arrow  
•"ishing rod and tackle ... 
Locomotor equipment 
Kiddy kar  
Scooter  
Tricycle  
Wagon  
Flexy  
Bicycle  
Skates  
Wheelbarrow  
Sleigh  
Irish Mail  
-■'ire truck  
Auto  
Raw Materials 
Sand  
Sand box  
Sand toys  
Earth  
Garden tools  
ter    
5 
1 
5 
14 
4 
9 
19 
1 
4 
5 
7 
3 
3 
1 
3 
1 
1 
0 
1 
5 
7 
Middle 
childhood 
ages  6-10 yrs, 
5 
1 
5 
14 
3 
8 
26 
2 
10 
15 
12 
2 
4 
2 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
7 
19             18(used occ.) 
18            22(   "  by young) 
 3 
2 
6 
 2 
1 
1 
 1 
1 
19 
 12 
.'. 11 
19 
 9 
'. 19 
Building materials 
Blocks  " 
Boards    x° 
Ladder   
Saw horses    
14 
11 
19 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
25 
3 
3 
26 
14 
25 
20 
23 
5 
7 
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TABLE XIV Continued. 
Article Active 
Childhood 
ages  3-6 yrs. 
TI9T 
Opportunity  for contact 
• ith nature  objects  
Bird house    4 
Bird feeding station  1 
Bird bath  0 
Pool  1 
Dog  8 
Cat  0 
Rat s  0 
Turtle  4 
Chick  1 
Chamelon  0 
Rabbit  0 
Responsible for care 
-lother c: child  8 
Child  5 
Gardens  9 
iesponslble for care 
...other k  c 
child 
Father & child  0 
her  0 
Child  4 
•"Park accessible with: 
Wading pool  3 
Swing *•  3 
Sand pile  3 
See-s;v  
Badminton net  0 
Middle 
Jhildhood 
ages  6-10 yrs. 
T56T 
3 
1 
1 
1 
7 
2 
2 
5 
0 
1 
1 
5 
14 
16 
1 
1 
7 
3 
4 
3 
2 
1 
'* Not usable  during winter months. 
r 
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INDOOR PLAY EQUIPMENT FOR THE AC 
TABLE XV.       AND MIDDLE CHILDHOOD GROUPS. 
Material Active Middle 
Supplied Childhood Childhood 
n^es 3-G yj . ages 6-10 yrs. 
(19) 
j'or development of strength 
end motor skill  
Push and pull toys  .  7 
Beads to string   7 
Lock box   7 
La  19 
- locks   0 
ble pipe  
jum       
ush  
1J   aet  
Sowing mi chine   0 
Ing sets  
Puzzles  13 
11 
10 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
(23) 
blea  
PeL bo.- rd  
Bingo bed  
Indoor gymnastic apparatus . 
Boxing glove s  
Punching bag  
Target set  
rt game  
Hammer and tools  13 
■'or construction and creative play 
Wagon of blocks   2" 
Blocks      I8 
Table vfith composlti 
material   3 
b 
4 
2 
Color  cones    
Tinker toys    
Crazy Ike building  set    
Erector set        2 
Lincoln Logs        1 
lechanic   set    
I oora      2 
Aeroplane building  set        n 
Paper to  cut  out      19 
Blunt  scissors    J-f 
Work bench      3 
Tool  chest      4 
Tools    13 
,   6 
,   1 
8 
25 
1 
o 
0 
0 
1 
1 
9 
23 
14 
1 
1 
2 
4 
1 
.   2 
.   1 
,17 
1 
21 
1 
2 
4 
1 
3 
5 
0 
1 
2 
26 
26 
7 
7 
17 
', 
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TABLE XV.   Continued^ 
Material 
Supplied 
Active 
CMldhood 
ages 3-6 yrs. 
1W 
Middle 
Childhood 
6-10 yrs. 
■'or dramatic   :-nd imitative play 
Dolls  
jjoll I'urni shines  
Housekeeping toys    
reins    
Boats    
Autos    
Aeroplanes    
Aeroplane hangar    
Telephone    
1etruck    
Electric trains    
Electric  stove    
ctor  
Trailer with furniture  
Auto repair shop  
lndmlll  
Lei grocery store  
Gash register  
iionettes and Puppets  
Farm sets  
Stuffed animals •  
ooden animals    
Toy gun   
Soldiers    
Port   
'lag  
•1: sh   light  
ad cuf/s   
Costumes    
•>ress   in mothers  clothes  
■'or  social development 
Dolls   and doll iurnishings.... 
Tables  end  chairs          ^ 
Balls    
Blocks    
Table  tennis    
Card tables   
zing picture machines . 
Games: 
Horseshoe  
Dominos ' 
Old Maid < 
Popeye card game  
Going Pishing card game 
Other card games • 
Disco  
Bean Bag.  
15  
12  
14  
19  
19  
19  
18  
2  
1°   l(elec.used) 
T2eT 
10 
10 
10 
26 
26 
To 
18 
2 
m 
2 
2 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
2 
2 
1 
6 
16 
3 
2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
19 
8 
15 
18 
0 
2 
1 
0 
4 
1 
0 
2 
5 
1 
1 
1 
6 
0 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
4 
14 
1 
3 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
26 
9 
10 
21 
26 
21 
, 3 
7 
4 
2 
8 
4 
1 
2 
5 
0 
0 
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..a xv. 
terial 
Supplied 
Continued. 
s   cont'd: 
nks  
lie   the Pooh    
 
•rom board   - 
i e   
 
  
 
Lotto    
si      
rs  
toy  
rams  
Lora   
,!    rtic development - 
" >ci  crafts 
T  
Active 
Childhood 
Ages 3-6 yrs, 
(19) 
'.Idle 
Childhood 
a 6-10 yrc. 
T^BT 
2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
Crpyonr   .. . 
Slay  
Stencils   •. 
oka for 
1 
19 
17 
1 
oainters        1 
1 
1 
15 
16 
19 
inter colors    
Oil print    
Drawing boards   
Pictures on wall  of play room & 
bedrooms    
ical  instruments  in borne: 
Piano    
Radio    
Clarinet    
Saxophone  
Harps    
Victrola   
Cello    
Violin   
Pipe organ built into 1 
musical  instruments  for 
Rhythm instruments       g 
Drum  .... 
Xylophone 
Tom torn  . 
Victrola   
Toy piano    
Flute   . 
Harp s   . 
Child's organ 
dio   . 
Violin 
the  child: 
•   •   •   •   • 
.,.••• 
•   •••••• •   ••••• 
4 
1 
2 
2 
0 
5 
1 
1 
0 
•   ••••• 
2 
1 
1 
3 
1 
3 
5 
5 
1 
1 
1 
2 
24 
0 
3 
23 
2 
2 
17 
13 
26 
1 
0 
8 
4 
1 
3 
0 
6 
5 
6 
1 
2 
2 
1 
9 
0 
2 
1 
i 
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TABLE XV. 
terial 
Supplied 
Continued. 
Active 
Childhood 
ages 5-6 yrs, 
I'lllddle 
Childhood 
cont'd: 
      1 
1 
0 
rical  instruments for  child 
Banjo    
Saxophone    
Bugle    
o   stimulate knowledge   and  aid in 
school 
books for child ••(Average number) 
Story and picture books    26 
Paint or color books        5 
Homemade books   6 
Use made of books: 
ads   to   self      2 
6-10 ;.-r-'-. 
18 
18 
3 
3 
1? 
Looks at picture s  
Enjoys being read to    
Animal  and bird games    
Imbber  stamp print set    
puzzles    
Scrapbooks      12 
Microscope        0 
Blackboard       7 
i.iagnet      0 
Typewriter   
u ar ium      8 
ue sk      4 
Globe        3 
ield glasses      0 
Printing set        2 
;nif ying glass    
Camera        ° 
Hobbies - 
Rock collecting ' 
Match folder collecting ■ 
Post card collecting   ■ 
Lock collecting ■ 
Stamp  collecting ■ 
Arrow head   collecting   ■ 
Bric-a-brac  collecting ■ 
Boat building hobby « 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
29 
6 
.7 
22 
24 
19 
3 
2 
23 
23 
1 
6 
,   1 
3 
11 
13 
9 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
0 
1 
2 
1 
1 
0 
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i 
PROVISIONS  MADE  IK  HOMES STUDIED  FOR  SLEEP 
TABLE XVI. CLASSIFIED  ON  BASIS  Of1  AGn  GROliPS  
Room Alone Number 
Infancy -   out of five 0 
Runabout  -   out of one 0 
Active  -  out of nineteen 9 
Middle   childhood -  out of twenty-six.   15 
Total 24 
Share  Room 
Pa-       Mo-       Fa-     Nurse     Children  sharing 
rents   ther     ther bedrooms 
No.sha- No.   IHaring 
ring vith;  
Seme  Different 
sex Sex 
Infancy 
Runabout 
Active 
Middle   childhood 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
8 
*1 
Totals 3     3     2     4 
*0ne girl not Included in the study. 
16 
3 
6 
1 
4 
1 
6 
i 
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